


A special thank you to our donors for the 2022 festival: Hackett Foundation,  
Paradice Family Foundation, Nunn Dimos Foundation, J Phillips, N Prime, I Scobie.
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Restart Investment to 
Sustain and Expand (RISE) 
Fund - an Australian 
Government initiative

PRODUCED BYto all our sponsors and to  
our generous donors:

Thank you

THE PLANET TALKS 
Supported by Claire Pfister and David Paradice  

and City of Adelaide.
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Marking the 30th anniversary of the first WOMADelaide festival, presented following the 
extraordinary disruption of the pandemic was challenging and rewarding in not quite 
equal measure and it could not have been achieved without the extraordinary support  
of the festival’s wonderful sponsors, generous donors and audiences.

To be back in Botanic Park with a full program across all seven stages was very special 
and made more so for being Australia’s first large scale outdoor festival to ‘return’ after 
the challenges everyone has faced over the intervening years.

A particular thank you to our major sponsor the Government of SA through Events SA,  
to the Commonwealth Government through the RISE fund and to the Hackett Foundation 
for their unwavering support through such a period of uncertainty.

Audiences and artists alike were thrilled to be back together over the four days of the 
long festival weekend and interstate attendances were close to the previous record  
year of 2020.

On behalf of the WOMADelaide Foundation and all who worked to bring the event  
to fruition – our deepest thanks and appreciation!

Ian Scobie am 
Director

a message from our Director
WOMADelaide 2022
     30 Years of Wonder.
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Elsey Wameyo

YID!

Gordon Koang

Courtney Barnett

Parvyn

L.A.B

Joseph Tawadros

Yé-Yé 2.0
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A stellar line-up of artists performed at  
WOMADelaide 2022.

2022 artist lineup

A.B. Original

AROHA

Asteroid Ekosystem

Ausecuma Beats

Australian Art Orchestra

Azymuth & Marcos Valle

Baker Boy

Balkan Ethno Orchestra

Barkaa

Bullhorn

Bush Gothic

Bush Mechanics: The 
Exhibition

Carla Lippis’ Mondo 
Psycho

The Cat Empire

Cedric Burnside

Charles Maimarosia

Chikchika

Cocoloco

Courtney Barnett

The Crooked Fiddle Band

Dancenorth

Dhungala Baarka

Eishan Ensemble

El Gran Mono

Electric Fields

Elephant Sessions

Elsy Wameyo

Emma Donovan &  
The Putbacks

The Empty Threats

Farhan Shah & Sufi-Oz

Floating Points

Gaby Moreno

Glass Beams

Goanna

Gordon Koang

Grace Barbé

Gravity & Other Myths

Haiku Hands

High Ace

Inner City (Live)

Jayda G

Jerome Farah

Joseph Tawadros &  
James Tawadros

Joseph Tawadros with  
the Adelaide Symphony 
Orchestra

Kardla Paltendi

Karen Lee Andrews

King Stingray

Kutcha Edwards

L-FRESH The LION

L.A.B

Luluc

Makepisi

Cathedral of Light

Martinez Akustica

Melbourne Ska Orchestra

Motez (Live)

The New Monos

Parvyn

Paul Kelly

Peter Drew

HEXADECA

Reb Fountain

Restless Dance Theatre

The Shaolin Afronauts

The Memoryologist

Sokel

Sonz of Serpent

Sorong Samarai

Springtime

SUB-TRIBE

Taikoz

TAKSU

Te Tangi O Te Ka’ara

Tijuana Cartel

Tim Koch

Valanga Khoza

Victor Martinez Parada

Yé-Yé 2.0

YID!

ZÖJ
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THE PLANET TALKS
Generously supported by Claire Pfister and David Paradice.

THE PLANET TALKS

Leading the program was a discussion with Dr Jane Goodall, renown for her foundational work in 
primatology that redefined the relationship between humans and animals. Joining us via video, there 
was standing room only to listen to her personal and moving conversation with ABC broadcaster 
Natasha Mitchell, instilling a sense of hope for our ability to make change for the better.

Continuing the exploration of our relationship with nature, geographer and Wiradjuri descendent 
Michael-Shawn Fletcher challenged the audience with a provocation about what we mean by 
wilderness, and that there is (and always has been) a need for humans to Care for Country.  
Luke Price was able to share with the crowd the regeneration work supported by the 
WOMADelaide Foundations partnership with Greening Australia, revegetating critical habitats  
in the Southern Fleurieu.  

The Sunday program was generously supported by The Australia Institute, and for the first talk  
of the day Editor of the Monthly Magazine Nick Feik hosted a fascinating and energising 
conversation between pioneering solar energy researchers Andrew Blakers and Renate Egan and 
economist Richard Denniss on how the path of electrification will help us reduce emissions by 
80% by 2035. We are also grateful for the support of The Bob Hawke Prime Ministerial Centre, 
who also presented Richard Denniss in conversation as part of their program. 

The afternoon was yet another full house as Scott Stephens and Waleed Aly spoke with  
Lisa Hill to ask Should Children get the Vote? 

Another standout highlight was the packed out panel on Monday afternoon with some of the 
prominent names in Australian regenerative agriculture including Charles Massy, Bruce Pascoe 
and Anika Molesworth as they charted a path for a more sustainable way of farming, as well as 
staying on to sign books for the eager crowd. We would like to thank Dr Bronner’s for their 
generous support of this session. 

After a hiatus in 2021, the Planet Talks program made  
a welcome return in 2022. 
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We also delved into the science of insects, with Michael Harvey, Director of the Botanic Gardens 
facilitating a discussion with Katja Hogendoorn and Richard Glatz of the University of Adelaide, 
and Rocio Ponce-Reyes from CSIRO on everything from how insect species are bouncing back 
from the catastrophic bushfires, to which ones might be making their way to our dinner plates in 
the coming years. 

The program wrapped up with an inspiring group of young people. Pantju Nam encouraged us to 
connect with First Nations languages, climate activist Amber Brock-Fable asked us to imagine a 
more equitable future and Alex Bruhn, Amelia Chaplin and Tiahni Adamson made impassioned 
pleas for change. Thanks to the Nunn Dimos Foundation for generously supporting this session.

The Frome Pavillion which hosts the talks was this year powered by biodiesel as a pilot project  
to advance the available technology for temporary power solutions for event staging as part of 
WOMADelaide Green & Global initiatives.

The many other highlights can be found on the WOMADelaide podcast page. In addition,  
more than half of the program is broadcast nationally on the ABC throughout the year on  
ABC Radio National’s The Minefield, Big Ideas and Science Friction programs.

With thanks to the Planet Talks supporters including: 
• Claire Pfister and David Paradice 
• The City of Adelaide Economic Development Agency
• The Australia Institute
• The Bob Hawke Prime Ministerial Centre 
• Schwartz Media 
• Dr Bronner’s Australia 

Talks online  www.womadelaide.com.au/about/podcasts 
Jane Goodall’s Survival Guide for Troubled Times  
The Wilderness Myth  
Electric Future Now  
The Minefield: Should Children Get the Vote?   
Bug Life: How Insects Rule Our World  
Climate Fighting Farming  
Future Forward: Meet the Changemakers  
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For over 18 years, Taste the World has celebrated the 
delicious food, fascinating cultures and moving stories from  
our artists’ hearts and homelands.

This year the much-loved program, hosted by Rosa Matto, moved to a spectacular new balcony 
location on the Adelaide Botanic High School plaza. Festival artists shared recipes from Italy, 
the Seychelles, Argentina, India, PNG and more.

Artists ‘cooking’ this year: 
• Carla Lippis’ Mondo Psycho 
• Grace Barbé 
• The New Monos
• Eishan Ensemble 
• Joseph Tawadros 
• L-FRESH The LION
• Sorong Samarai 
• Bush Gothic
• Parvyn
• Melbourne Ska Orchestra 
• YID! 
• ZÖJ
• Marlon x Rulla 
• Motez

TASTE THE WORLD

Sorong Samarai

Joseph Tawadros
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Story Time with Eddie Betts

Evelyn Roth’s Nylon Zoo

Curated, designed and crafted by South Australian 
company Climbing Tree, KidZone 2022 was the dream 
destination for kids, alive with interactive entertainment 
and adventure-filled learning. More than 5,000 children 
under 12 attended the festival.

A strong First Nations component featured, with role model, sportsman, author and literacy 
advocate Eddie Betts, a proud Wirangu/Kokatha/Guburn man, sharing two stories from his 
Eddie’s Lil’ Homies book series with a bumper crowd of children and adults. Lakun Mara 
founder Sonya Rankine, an award winning Ngarrindjeri, Narungga, Ngadjuri and Wirangu 
artist created a stunning collaborative woven sculpture that took shape over the four days  
of the festival. 

The cultural engagement and fun continued with Uncle’s Stevie’s Kaurna Classroom taking 
to the Story Time stage to teach kids all about the practices and language of the traditional 
custodians of the land on which WOMADelaide is held.

SA Museum took families on a special journey of discovery, celebrating music’s connection 
to nature through storytelling, performances, games and instrument-making workshops 
using materials found in the natural world. Perennial favourite, Evelyn Roth’s Nylon Zoo, 
returned with the Spirit House and beautiful giant native animal inflatables and imaginative 
choreographed, participatory dress-up parades.

Kids also had the chance to experience acrobatic workshops with local heroes Gravity & 
Other Myths, nature yoga classes and the premiere of Mirror Mirror, a ‘kaleidoscope tunnel’ 
created by Adelaide’s Patch Theatre.

KIDZONE
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Haiku Hands

Cedric Burnside

The Shaolin Afronauts

Jerome Farah

Taikoz Baker Boy

Reb Fountain

Motez (Live)
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AUTHOR: BARRY BURGAN, ERC PTY LTD

economic evaluation
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executive summary

well being impact

• The first is through the contribution to the cultural life of the community – and its impact 
on wellbeing and quality of life generally. The importance in this regard is reinforced in 
an economic context by the creative economies and creative cities “movement” which 
emphasizes the role of the creative community in generating economic and social 
outcomes in a region. This is particularly important as the events also indicated to some 
extent the opening of the city. The vibe in the city around March each year is palpable, 
and WOMADelaide is a critical component. 93% said that attending contributed positively 
to their well-being, 86% said that WOMADelaide is a core avenue by which they get the 
cultural experiences they desire, and 83% said that the event is important for the way they 
feel about living and working in South Australia.

• The second is a narrower context and is the benefit in terms of its impact on the local 
economy through the generation of tourism expenditure, and consequently upon jobs and 
incomes. The event attracts visitors who spend money on accommodation, in taxis and 
transport, and in entertainment.

• It is estimated that the event has associated expenditure (in gross terms) of $33.6 million  
in total throughout the economy. This is estimated as providing employment opportunities  
for 1,421 South Australians.

It is estimated that South Australians received  
a “well being” benefit of $3.8 million over and 
above what they spent in attending.

TAKSU

Major events benefit the hosting community  
in a number of ways.
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• Increased vibrancy of the festivals period with some 50% of visitors who attended  
WOMADelaide also attending a Fringe or Festival event.

• Benefits from tourism marketing – 97.5% of visitors said they will recommend visiting  
Adelaide to friends and family, and 91% said they will definitely visit the state again (and  
a further 7.4% probably). 65% of visitors said that their visit had changed their perception  
of Adelaide for the better.

• 40.3% of local survey respondents said they would choose a WOMADelaide sponsor  
product over a rival brand.

• 83.2% of South Australian respondents said that the opportunity to attend WOMADelaide  
was important for them living and working in the state.

executive summary

Impact on Adelaide CBD

• WOMADelaide takes place in the eastern parklands adjacent to the city meaning that 
attendees and participants will undertake a large range of activities in the city area.

event impact

The event does have in addition longer term economic benefits.

total impact
The holding of the event in South Australia is estimated as 
producing a net economic benefit of $17.4 million in terms 
of incomes (GSP) and 161 person years of employment.
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• The average length of stay in South Australia for visitors who attended mainly because of 
the event was 5.96 nights.

• 6.4% of visitors who would have come to Adelaide anyway said they stayed longer because 
of the event being held, and the average used for the extra length of stay was 3.0 nights.

• 12.7% of SA residents who attended the event it has been assumed that they would have 
holidayed out of the state if the event had not been held in Adelaide.

Survey Results WOMADelaide 2022

Source: 2021 Survey and Sales Data.

Vic NSW Qld NT WA ACT Tas Over-
seas

Number 927 137 260 148 32 21 9 20 22 6 655 518

Proportion approached 58.6% 8.7% 16.4% 9.4% 2.0% 1.3% 0.6% 1.3% 1.4% 0.4% 41.4% 32.7%

Proportion approached 47.9% 7.1% 22.6% 12.9% 2.8% 1.8% 0.8% 1.7% 1.9% 0.5% 52.1% 45.0%

Proportion – Out of State – – 50% 29% 6% 4% 2% 4% 4% 1% 100% 100%

Average Days Attended 2.7 2.6 3.4 3.3 3.1 3.6 3.8 3.1 3.3 2.0 3.2 3.3

Main reason for visit (propn) – – 95.4% 83.8% 81.3% 95.2% 100.0% 90.0% 90.9% 33.3% 90.2% 74.4%

Length of stay – – 5.6 6.15 6.81 7.10 7.11 5.78 6.20 7.00 5.96 5.71

Number in group – – 1.7 1.74 1.73 1.45 1.11 1.72 1.69 1.50 1.70 1.77

Proportion who stayed longer – – 3.5% 6.8% 9.4% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0% 9.1% 50.0% 5.4% 12.0%

Length of stay longer – – 3.56 2.40 5.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 4.00 3.67 – 3.03
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survey results and visitor characteristics
The core characteristics of the survey indicated the following.
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well being benefits

There is an extensive body of literature that recognises the social value created by an 
investment in cultural infrastructure – with evidence of improved quality of life, better 
health outcomes, and increased productivity.

• 96.4% of SA respondents considered the event culturally important to the state 
(80.3% very important). 85.6% of SA based respondents agreed with a statement that 
WOMADelaide is a core avenue by which they get to enjoy the cultural experiences 
they desire (59.3% strongly agreed). Further, 92.9% of people said that hosting 
WOMADelaide improves the image of the region.

• 93.2% of SA based respondents agreed with a statement that attendance contributed 
positively to their wellbeing (50.2% strongly agreed).

It is clear South Australian residents also achieve 
value out of attending WOMADelaide. 

Peter Drew – Aussie Hosting WOMADelaide significantly improves the State’s Image

 Hosting WOMADelaide is The State should 
 good for the State’s Image host WOMADelaide

VISITORS LOCALS VISITORS LOCALS

Strongly Agree 77.8% 77.8% 78.4% 90.9%

Agree 17.2% 17.2% 13.9% 6.8%

Neutral 6.1% 4.1% 6.1% 1.3%

Disagree 0.4% 0.5% 0.8% 0.3%

Strongly Disagree 0.6% 0.5% 0.8% 0.7%
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• The event attracts substantial media, and national and international artists which will  
assist in promotion of the state as a creative centre and visitor destination.

• 58.5% of visitors said they would recommend visiting Adelaide to friends and family without 
being asked because of their visit, and a further 12.0% said they would recommend it if 
asked. 74% said they would attend WOMADelaide next year. 65.2% of visitors said that 
attending had changed their perception of Adelaide and South Australia for the better.

• There is value created in terms of the creative image of the state. The following are the 
proportions of visitors in the survey who came because of WOMADelaide – and the  
other activities they undertook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• 31.6% strongly agreed and 27.3% agreed with a statement that they feel more positive 
towards brands that sponsor WOMADelaide. 16.4% strongly agreed or agreed with 
a statement that they actively look to inform themself about brands that sponsor 
WOMADelaide. 40.3% strongly agreed or agreed with a statement that they would  
choose a WOMADelaide sponsor’s product rather than rival brands if price and quality 
 were the same. This suggests a strong economic return for sponsors.

• 83.2% of South Australians agreed (60.8% strongly agreed) that the opportunity to  
attend WOMADelaide is important to them and their family in the way they feel about  
living and working in South Australia – helping build the economic base of the state.

attending 
WOMADelaide is 
good value!

42%
VERY GOOD  
VALUE

1%
VERY POOR  
VALUE

3%
POOR  
VALUE

38%
GOOD 
VALUE

16%
NEUTRAL

economic benefits

VISITORS

Fringe Event 34.4%

Visit to Kangaroo Island 4.2%

Visit to Flinders Rangers 2.5%

WOMADelaide has a range of longer term impacts, 
with research supporting the following outcomes. 
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Karen Lee Andrews

Goanna

Dancenorth - NOISE Paul Kelly

Asteroid Ekosystem

Glass Beams

Electric Fields

Melbourne Ska Orchestra
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AUTHOR: NIELSEN SPORTS

key findings attendee research
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Respondents tended to be mainly Female, working full time and 
falling within the 35-64 age bracket.

profile of survey respondents

Days attended

1 DAY

3 DAYS

2 DAYS

4 DAYS

25.9%

23.3%

5.4%

45.5%

Occupation breakdown

Full Time

Retired

Unemployed

Part Time

Casual

Self Employed

Home Duties

43.6%

15.6%

1.9%

18.9%

6.3%

8.3%

1.1%

Note: 1% prefer not to say.

Student 3.0%

25.1%

Age breakdown

U 15

20–24

55–64

16–19

35–44

25–34

65+

0.6%

2.3%

1.1%

21.0%

10.7%

14.6%

Note: 1% prefer not to say.

45–54 24.2%

Source: 2022 WOMADelaide Research

AVERAGE DAYS 
ATTENDED 2.9
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where do our audiences travel from

Q. Where do you live?
Source: 2022 WOMADelaide Research; base n = 1,583

OVERSEAS
0.5% 

VIC
22.6% 

NSW
12.9% 

ACT
1.7% 

NT
1.8% 

WA
0.8% 

TAS
1.9% 

QLD
2.8% 

ADELAIDE
47.9% 

REGIONAL SA
7.1% 
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80 per cent of attendees in 2022 had attended previous 
iterations of WOMADelaide, while for nearly 1 in 5 (20%) 
it was their first time.

2022 WAS MY FIRST TIME

20%
LAST ATTENDED  

IN 2021

33%
LAST ATTENDED  

IN 2020

4%
LAST ATTENDED  

PRE 2018

10%
LAST ATTENDED  

IN 2019

2%
LAST ATTENDED  

PRE 2017

11%
LAST ATTENDED  

PRE 2017

20%

Q. When did you last attend WOMAD?
Source: 2022 WOMADelaide Research, n = 1,583

how many first time attendees?
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11% 10%
15%

Before 2017

First time attendees from Interstate/Overseas in 2022 significantly 
over-index the covid impacted event held in 2021.

attendees usually from interstate

4% 4% 5%

2018

2% 2% 3%

2017

10%
8%

13%

2019

20%

27%

6%

2021

19%

14%

30%

2022 is my first time

28%
33% 36%

2020

All  
Attendees

South Australian  
Attendees

Interstate/Overseas  
Attendees

Attendance of WOMADelaide by region.

Q. When did you last attend WOMAD?
Source: 2022 WOMADelaide Research, n = 1,583
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As was the case in 2020, Travel, Alcohol and Fashion 
were the key areas of interest shared across attendees 
of WOMADelaide 2022.

what are attendees interested in?

Industry interest across attendees.

Q. Please indicate whether you are interested in any of the following types of product?
Source: 2022 WOMADelaide Research, n = 1,583

Travel/Tourism
Wine

Fashion/Clothing
Airlines

Beer
Spirit Drinks

Healthcare Product
Mobile Devices

Consumer Electronics
Computers/Computer Accessories

Cars
Softdrinks/Beverage

Fast Food
Banking/Financial Services

Pay/Subscription TV
Luxury Accessories

Insurance
Lottery/Gambling

73%

47%
65%

43%
42%

13%

18%

4%

27%

12%

15%

35%

12%

18%

2%

21%

9%

13%

Gravity & Other Myths
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64 per cent of South Australians are more likely to feel 
positive about a sponsor of WOMADelaide, this over-indexes 
the rest of attendees by 5% pts.

attendee sponsorship opinions

Q. Rate on a scale of 1 – 5 your agreement with the following statements (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)?
Source: 2022 WOMADelaide Research, Adelaide Metro n=927 | Regional SA n=137

A comparison of attitudes interstate vs SA: T2B (4 & 5).

More likely to feel  
more positively  
about that brand

More likely to actively  
inform themselves 
about brands that 
sponsor the event

More likely to choose  
a sponsors product  
over a competitor

64%

21%

42%

SOUTH  
AUSTRALIANS

59%

16%

40%

INTERSTATE

60%

18%

42%

ADELAIDE  
METRO
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Carla Lippis’ Mondo Psycho

The Cat Empire

A.B. Original

Ausecuma Beats Grace Barbé

AROHA

L-FRESH The LION

The Empty Threats
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marketing & publicity
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marketing and publicity snapshot

CUMULATIVE  
POTENTIAL REACH 22,900,930

ADVERTISING SPACE  
RATE (IN AUD) $28,798,036 

A breakdown of the coverage is articulated below:
PRINT: WOMADelaide was referenced 560 times across local, regional, and national newspapers  
and magazines. Mastheads included: The Advertiser, SA Life, The Australian, The Weekend 
Australian and Review, The Sunday Mail and The Age, Rolling Stone AU, Beat. 

TELEVISION: WOMADelaide was mentioned over 32 times across 6 television stations locally, 
nationally, and regionally – both commercially and community. Channels included: ABC (local),  
Ch7, Ch 9, Ch 10, Sky News, ABC (National). 

RADIO: WOMADelaide was mentioned over 85 times across more than 20 stations which comprised  
of local, commercial and community radio programs. Stations included: across the country.  
ABC Adelaide, ABC Melbourne, ABC Sydney, ABC Sunshine Coast, Radio National, Mix 102.3,  
Five AA, SAFM, NOVA, Radio Adelaide, Fresh Fm, RRR, PBS, 2Ser, FBI, SYN, ZZZ.

Key highlights:
• The media type with the highest volume was Online with 627 mentions.
• The media type with the highest potential reach was Newspaper with a total Potential 

Reach of 20,776,204. 
• The media type with the highest ASR was Online with a total ASR of AUD $26,586,842.

Coverage relating to WOMADelaide In the 165 days 
between October 18 and March 31 2022 hit more than 
859 mentions across all media platforms.
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digital touchpoints – the stats...

Phone App

Facebook
TOTAL PAGE LIKES 
41,800
PAGE REACH 
1.9M
ENGAGEMENT
375K
PAGE VISITS
28,800
VIDEO VIEWS
59.7K minutes viewed

Festival Period:  
10–15 Mar 2022
PEAK REACH 
999K 
PEAK VISITS 
8K

Instagram
FOLLOWERS
19K
TOTAL REACH 
556K

PROFILE VISITS
36.8K

Festival Period:  
10–15 Mar 2022
PEAK REACH 
64K
PEAK VISITS 
15.3K

Twitter
TOTAL FOLLOWS 
9K

Festival Period:  
10–15 Mar 2022
PEAK IMPRESSIONS 
7.4K
PEAK VISITS 
10.3K

Website
SESSIONS
383K
USERS
224K

PAGEVIEWS
870K
PAGES/SESSION
2.3
AVG. SESSION DURATION
02:11

Email Subscribers
TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS
50.7K  

22 campaigns: 
OPEN RATE
28%–57%  
(Industry average 13.7%)
CLICK RATE
2.5%–19%

Mobile App
DOWNLOADS
14.8K
ENGAGED SESSIONS
163K 

Campaign Period: First announcement  
through to conclusion of festival.
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11–14 March 2022
Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide

womadelaide.com.au

11–14 March 2022
Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide

womadelaide.com.au

POCKET GUIDE

presents

Ten years after Peter Gabriel created the first WOMAD in the UK  
in 1982, WOMADelaide debuted as part of the Adelaide Festival.  
My first contact with Peter Gabriel was in the 1980s when I was  
part of a team that put his Box UK studio on the Internet.
This year marks multiple milestones: The 40th anniversary of WOMAD and its 30th anniversary  

in Adelaide. The year after I founded Internode, I found myself in the audience of the first  

WOMADelaide, wondering how I could support it more because it touched my heart and  

fed my soul then – as with every time since. That opportunity came in 2012 when Internode became the major sponsor of WOMADelaide, which 

continued until 2015. Since 2016, the Hackett Foundation has been WOMADelaide’s presenting 

partner. The Hackett family is pleased to continue our support for WOMADelaide in 2022.
More than just a music, arts and dance festival, WOMADelaide is the home for a community of 

thoughtful, gentle and caring people who seek a more sustainable world for themselves and their 

children. Our family has always, fearlessly, sent our own children out into the large and wonderful 

WOMADelaide crowds, knowing they are in the safest of places, surrounded by consistently  

wonderful human beings.
We look forward to joining you again this year and sharing in the joy that  
this event brings to us all.
With love, 

 
Simon Hackett  
on behalf of the Hackett Foundation

P R O G R A M

A.B. Original  Azymuth & Marcos Valle (BRAZIL)  Baker Boy  Barkaa   
The Cat Empire*  Cedric Burnside (USA)  Courtney Barnett  Electric Fields  

 Floating Points (UK)  Gaby Moreno (USA)  Goanna  Gordon Koang   
Haiku Hands  Inner City (Live)  Jerome Farah  Joseph Tawadros with the 

Adelaide Symphony Orchestra  King Stingray  L.A.B  L-FRESH The LION 
 Melbourne Ska Orchestra  Motez (Live)  Parvyn  Paul Kelly   
The Shaolin Afronauts  Springtime  Troy Kingi + many more

2022 lineup includes:

11–14 March 2022
Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide

womadelaide.com.au

TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 

First Lineup Announced
Baker Boy  Balkan Ethno Orchestra  Barkaa  Courtney Barnett  
The Crooked Fiddle Band  Dancenorth NOISE  Eishan Ensemble  
El Gran Mono  Electric Fields  Emma Donovan & The Putbacks  

Goanna  Grace Barbé  Haiku Hands  High Ace  Inner City (Live)  
King Stingray  Kutcha Edwards  L-FRESH The LION  

Martinez Akustica  Melbourne Ska Orchestra  Motez (Live)  
The New Monos  Parvyn  Paul Kelly  Reb Fountain  

Restless Dance Theatre Écoute Pour Voir  The Shaolin Afronauts  
Sorong Samarai  Valanga Khoza  YID! and more to come.

Plus: The Planet Talks, Artists In Conversation, Taste The World, Installations, 
Street Theatre, KidZone, Global Village, Workshops and more!

TICKETS 
ON SALE 

NOW! 

11–14 March 2022  Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide
womadelaide.com.au

Paul Kelly

Reb Fountain

Baker Boy

Grace Barbé

Haiku Hands

L-FRESH The LION 

Parvyn

11–14 March 2022  Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide
womadelaide.com.au

TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 
LAST  

CHANCE
HURRY!

Access to Festival, Backstage & Stages.
This pass remains the property of WOMADelaide and may 

be withdrawn at any time at the discretion of management. 
NON-TRANSFERABLE

Posters - 2 versions

Passport - 64 pages

Program - 32 pages

Press Ads - multiple sizes and publications

Pass
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Global beat spurs home-grown party
MUSIC

WOMADELAIDEMarch 11-14, Adelaide
Review by JESSICA NICHOLAS

Therewere no large-scaletheatrical spectacles this year: noangels zip lining through the treesand droppingmountains offeathers; no four-metre puppetssashaying through the crowd; nofire installations; and no paradeswith ecstatic dancers flingingcoloured powder into the sky.But despite the limitationsimposed by the pandemic,WOMADelaide stillmanaged tomark its 30th anniversarywith acelebration of everything thefestival has stood for since itsinception: diversity, discovery,imagination, inclusion andsustainability.
Therewas an exquisiteCathedral of Light (awalk-throughtunnel dottedwith thousands oftiny LEDflowers), amusicalplaygroundwith spinning cupsthat triggered an interactivesoundscape, and a roving troupe ofilluminated acrobats. Oh, and 100drummers thundering insyncopated unison as loose-limbedmembers of Townsville’sDancenorth company formedabstract shapes, using their bodiesas kinetic extensions of thepulsating rhythms.In 1992,WOMADelaidewasconceived as a one-off event aspart of theAdelaideFestival.Linked toBritain’sWOMAD(World ofMusic, Arts andDance)organisation, the firstAustralianWOMADwas so successful itmorphed into a standalone festival.This year, regularWOMADelaidevisitorswere prepared for aslightly different experience,withCOVIDconstraints putting a capon audience numbers, and a focuson home-grown rather than

NATAGE A014

international acts. As it turned out,the festival’s unique atmosphereremained remarkably intact.
The programwas strikinglyeclectic, providing a showcase forthewealth of culturally diverseartistswe have inAustralia.Performers fromall over thecountrycame toplaymusic thatechoedwithdeepconnections totheir culture inPunjab,Pakistan,SouthAfricaor theSeychelles.TheTeTangiOTeKa’ara troupe sharedthe intricacies ofCook Islanddrumminganddance,whileQawwali singerFarhanShahchannelledSufi traditionswhilesharinga stagewithartists ofFijian,JapaneseandAndalusianheritage.Cross-cultural connectionwasalso at theheart ofHand toEarth, aheartfelt performance teamingimprovisers from theAustralianArtOrchestrawith aKoreanvocalist andYolngumenDaniel andDavidWilfred,weaving spirited in-the-moment stories fromcenturies-old song cycles.Thousands clustered eagerly infront of the festival’s largest stageforBakerBoy –whoput onabrilliantly dynamic show–and theCatEmpire,whose leaderFelixRieblwas clearly in anostalgicmoodashis bandbid farewell intheir finalWOMADshowwith thegroup’s original line-up.A sea of noddingheads andleapingbodies also accompaniedshowsbyNickyBomba’sMelbourneSkaOrchestra –whichcombinedpolishwithplayfulexuberance – and thebeguilingBalkanEthnoOrchestra,whoseBulgarian-style vocal harmonieswerebuoyedby sprightly odd-metred rhythms.

The 22-pieceYID! (ledbySimonStarr) featuredwildly inventivearrangements of traditionalYiddish tunes that becamea riot ofklezmer, electro-funk, big-bandjazz and circus cabaret.At times

tightly focused, at times teeteringon thebrink of chaos, their twoshowswere zany, joyous andutterly irresistible.Therewere smaller-scalepleasures too: themesmerisingperformancebyguitaristVictorMartinezParada; an intimate setby JosephandJamesTawadros;singersNadeahandAliBarteroffering reinterpretations ofFrench ’60spop.
PaulKelly performedat theinauguralWOMADelaide in 1992,so itwasfitting he should close thisyear’s festivalwith a superbconcert onMonday evening.As Iheaded towards theexitwithKelly’s voicedrifting through thenight air, I felt a surgeof gratitude,mymindoverflowingwith imagesandsnatchesof sound fromfestivalspast.Here’s to thenext 30years.
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Baker Boy performs atWOMADelaide. Below: PaulKelly closes the festival.Photos: Stephen Trutwin,
Luke Eblen
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United States now, as part of an exhibition called Becoming Jane – safe in a bullet-proof glass case. Everyone thinks Jubilee is the reason I ended up studying chimps, but that’s not correct.I was obsessed with Dr Dolittle and in love with Tarzan as a child. Even though I knew Tarzan wasn’t real,  I still felt jealous because I thought  he married the wrong Jane! All my dreams growing up were of men, and  I was a man in my own dreams. That’s because in those days girls didn’t do the things I wanted to do. Mum saved her money so I could see Johnny Weissmuller in a Tarzan movie. I burst into tears after five 

Occupation Primatologist  /  Age 87  /  Relationship status WidowBest known for Studying chimpanzees since the 1960s
M y maternal grandfather, William Joseph, was a congregational minister who died of cancer before  I was born. He was a fantastical and wonderful man and I definitely inherited qualities from him. My father, Mortimer, was not really present in my childhood; he was a  keen motor racer and very tough. My mum, Margaret, raised me with my grandmothers. Dad joined the Royal Engineers and I didn’t see him during the war. I inherited my strong constitution from him. He died aged 94, in 2001.

My father gave me a toy chimpanzee I named Jubilee. He’s on show in the 

minutes. I told Mum it wasn’t how I had imagined Tarzan and I never saw another Tarzan movie after that.Paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey gave me an opportunity to study chimps in 1960 when he invited me on a trip to the Serengeti Plains to search for fossils. The British authorities didn’t like the idea of sending a young girl to the forest in Africa. They told him they had never heard anything  so ridiculous. Leakey persisted and in the end the authorities said yes, but  I couldn’t go alone. Mum came with me for four of my six months.At Cambridge University, my mentor, Dr Robert Hinde, supervised 

my PhD. He was one of the first great early ethologists. At first, he was my sternest critic. He told me I shouldn’t give chimps names or talk about their personality. He came to Gombe in Tanzania and stayed for two weeks. Upon his return home, he wrote me a letter, telling me that he learnt more about animals in those two weeks than he had in his whole life. I still have it.The first chimpanzee I felt closest to was David Greybeard. All the chimps ran away from me for four months into my study, and he was the first one who let me get closer. He showed me how chimps can use and make tools. I met my first husband, Baron Hugo van Lawick, in 1963 and we married in 1964. He was a Dutch photographer and filmmaker, sent to take footage of me with the chimps.  I resented him at first. I thought the chimps, who had finally accepted me, would be upset by a stranger. Hugo had a love of animals. He was quiet and it was a very gradual decision;  we got on well and thought, “Why don’t we get hitched?” We have a son, Hugo, who was born in 1967.My son admitted he resented being the son of someone famous. He worked in commercial fishing, knowing full well I hated it. Now  he is building environmentally  friendly houses in Africa.If I hadn’t married my second husband, Derek Bryceson, in 1975, Gombe National Park wouldn’t exist. He was the director of National Parks in Tanzania, a British African, f luent in Swahili and close to the president.  If he hadn’t stepped in to protect Gombe, we wouldn’t have it today. He died of cancer five years after we married. I was left widowed in 1980 and never remarried. Jane Rocca
Jane Goodall’s talk, Survival Guide For Troubled Times, takes place by video at the WOMADelaide Festival, March 11-14. 

WHAT I KNOW  ABOUT MENDR JANE GOODALL
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All my dreams growing up were of men, and I was a man in my own dreams. That’s because in those days girls didn’t do the things I wanted to.
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A WORLD OF  
MUSIC MEMORIES

When WOMADelaide returns to Botanic Park this year, it will celebrate 

three decades of introducing audiences to a rich and eclectic collection of 

musicians from across the globe.

Words Suzie Keen
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Thirty years ago this month, thousands of music lovers of all 

ages converged on the sprawling, leafy oasis of Botanic Park for 

the first WOMADelaide festival. 

 Wearing sunhats and carrying picnic blankets and baskets, 

they were primed for a three-day al fresco feast of world music 

featuring around 26 acts ranging from Paul Kelly, Archie Roach 

and Crowded House, to Senegalese singer Youssou N’Dour, 

UK-based Penguin Café Orchestra and Pakistani musician Nusrat 

Fateh Ali Khan. They didn’t leave disappointed.

 “I went in 1992 just to have a look because I really enjoy world 

music and it just blew me away,” says Bruce Matthew, a fan who 

has attended every WOMADelaide since, bringing along his 

children and now grandchildren. 

Colin Koch, a member of the original organising committee 

for the festival, says no one really knew what to expect. “They 

were probably drawn in by some of the headline artists, but the 

strongest impact of that first one was how people lapped up 

all those things they had never heard or heard of. They were 

absolutely smitten by the great variety not just of artists, but of 

cultures represented, and experiences they’d been denied.

“It was wonderful to watch people discovering this stuff. And I 

guess people also discovered a new way to experience a festival 

– not that there were many other music festivals around then.”

That first WOMADelaide was presented as part of the 

1992 Adelaide Festival in a joint venture with former Genesis 

frontman Peter Gabriel’s UK-based WOMAD (World of Music 

and Dance). It was meant to be a one-off but proved so 

successful it returned in 1993 as a stand-alone event and was 

held biennially until 2004, when it once again became part 

of the Festival program. Colin, who served as WOMADelaide 

marketing director from 1992 until around 2001, came up with 

the name as a working title and it stuck. “There were a lot of 

gruff Adelaide types who thought it was a woman’s festival,” he 

says. The 1992 brochure for the festival listed the venue as Long 

Gully Oval in Belair National Park but it was moved to Botanic 

Park due to bushfire concerns.

“There’s no doubt that that, through serendipity, has been one 

of its huge advantages,” Colin says. “It’s just such a beautiful, 

neutral, shady, central gorgeous site and it’s definitely part of the 

winning formula.”

Above Neil Finn performs with Crowded House at the inaugural WOMADelaide. 

Top right Festival-goers queue to make a call in the pre-smartphone era. 

Bottom right Musicians on the 1996 WOMAD Indian Pacific train trip – including Archie Roach at the rear of the train.

Opposite page Senegalese singer Youssou N’Dour dazzled audiences with his performance in 2004 after first taking to the WOMADelaide stage in 1992. 

Previous page Thousands of music lovers gather in Botanic Park for the first-ever WOMADelaide festival in 1992. 
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Often, as festival regulars know, the greatest joy comes  

from unexpected discoveries

Around 23,000 attendances were recorded across the three-

day festival in 1992 – about a quarter the number of recent 

pre-pandemic events – and he recalls the atmosphere was a 

stark contrast to the “crush and crowd” of other big events and 

festivals at that time.

“Right from that opening night on the Friday, people soon 

worked out that you could set up your little base camp and move 

around and it was comfortable, friendly, safe and just an entirely 

different outdoor concert experience… that is still a great feature 

of being in the audience there.”

Singer-songwriter Archie Roach was 35 when he played in 

Botanic Park that year, and agrees the vibe was magical.

“For me it was huge,” Archie says. “I did not expect to be 

playing in front of such big crowds, as I did not think that I was 

that well known in 1992. A lot of people attended my first concert 

and, surprisingly, they stuck around. It turned out quite a lot of 

people knew me through my first album, Charcoal Lane. That first 

WOMADelaide had a great vibe and the line-up was incredible.” 

Archie has returned to the WOMADelaide stage many times 

over the years, including as part of the line-up for 2021’s sunset 

concert series (an initiative inspired by COVID-19 restrictions) 

and on the 1996 one-off WOMAD Indian Pacific train trip from 

Perth to the small outback town of Pimba in South Australia. 

There were performances on board the train by Archie and his 

wife Ruby Hunter, Paul Kelly, and other musicians from Australia, 

Scotland, Tanzania, Tuva, India and Cameroon. 

“Part of the event was a mini WOMAD at Pimba, which is 

about 175km north of Port Augusta, so we set up a concert site at 

Spud’s Roadhouse and the train stopped there,” Colin explains. 

“A whole lot of people came from South Australia and around 

Australia and camped and we did a one-night concert.”

Bruce Matthew has enjoyed watching WOMADelaide grow over 

the years, from three stages to the current seven, and from those 

first 26 acts to around 80 in 2022. While there have been new 

programs added – such as Planet Talks, KidZone and the artist-

in conversation events – he says that hasn’t changed the original 

atmosphere.

“With WOMADelaide, so much happens around the park that 

you get to experience all sorts of different things,” he says. “One 

of my favourite performances was in 1993 – Salif Keita. He was 
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the last act and he just went on and on and never stopped. I think 

they had to turn the lights out on him!”

Youssou N’Dour is another international legend whose festival 

performances have proven particularly memorable. David Sly, 

who was a WOMADelaide copy writer for many years, says the 

singer’s captivating performance in 1992 was only a first taste of 

his talent. “He dazzled audiences even more when he returned 

with his incredible band, the Super Étoile de Dakar, to command 

centre-stage in 2004. This was the urgent energy of West African 

rhythm in full flight, with Youssou’s magnificent voice soaring to 

dizzy heights.”

While WOMADelaide will return to its usual seven-stage format 

in Botanic Park for its 30th anniversary from March 11-14, ongoing 

uncertainty surrounding international travel means the program 

consists of mainly Australia-based acts including Paul Kelly, 

Courtney Barnett, The Cat Empire, and one of the strongest ever 

line-ups of Indigenous artists. Nonetheless, director Ian Scobie – 

who has been at the helm of the event since 1992 – says festival-

goers can still expect to discover “the diverse, global music 

flavours for which WOMADelaide is renowned”.

Often, as festival regulars know, the greatest joy comes from 

unexpected discoveries. 

“For me, the special moments were those late-night, 

mesmeric performances,” says Colin Koch. “While the event is 

characterised a lot by the big stage-one acts, it’s those other 

treasures you find … even when I was on the inside, I was hearing 

these things live for the first time, too.”

 

WOMADelaide will be in Botanic Park from March 11-14. 

womadelaide.com.au

Above Salif Keita, from Mali, was a hit on the main stage in 1993. 

Top French company Gratte Ciel’s magical aerial spectacular Place des Anges – a highlight of the recent festivals. 

Right Adelaide-born singer Paul Kelly, who is part of this year’s line-up, performs at the first WOMADelaide.
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WEEKEND

THIRTY YEARS OFPURE MAGICEveryone will have very special memories of this very
special festival over many, many years. Our resident 

WOMADelaide expert, Nathan Davies, shares some of his
TEX, DON AND CHARLIE, 2018Put Tex Perkins out front of Don Walker and Charlie Owen andyou’re always going to get something magical, but under the pine trees on a hot Adelaideafternoon the magical became sublime.

WOMADelaide 
30 TH
ANNIVERSARY 
S P E C I A L  
E D I T I O N 

ANGELIQUE KIDJO, 2016 Speaking of world music legends, they don’t come much bigger thanthis musical queen from Benin who spreads pure joy through music. Her 2016 performance was no exception.

CALEXICO, 2010 Combining American country and folk with Mexican 
mariachi and conjunto music, Calexico make a sound 
that’s been called desert noir, and on a baking Adelaide 
afternoon desert noir works very well indeed.

TINARIWEN, 2018 Tuareg musicians from the Sahara Desert region of northern Mali, Tinariwen blew minds with their mix of traditional Africanmusic and western blues. Truly unique.

MAVIS STAPLES, 2020 Soul queen, civil rights activist, former girlfriend of Bob Dylan and born entertainer, Staples rocked the crowd with a set of stone cold classics. Uplifting.
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RAVI AND ANOUSHKA SHANKAR, 2010 
Shankar? He was a true virtuoso, and helped open western eyes tothe wonders of Indian classical music. With daughter Anoushka by his side, the 90-year-old wowed everyone present.

re were two acts I would have loved to ut didn’t it was Sufi devotional singer omposer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan in1995 and South African trumpeter Hugh Masekela on the main stage in 2013 ... but you can’t be everywhere at once, I suppose.Nathan Davies has attended every Womadfestival since moving to Adelaide in 2007.When he can get his children out of the KidZone he manages to catch some music.Pictures: Rob Sferco, Emma Brasier, LukeHemer, Mike Downs

SEND US YOUR FAVOURITE MEMORIES AT: 
saweekend@adv.newsltd.com.au

NUSRAT FATEH ALI KHAN  

SINEAD O’CONN0R, 2015 Angry, enga
the Irish fire
2015 like few
defined a ge

MIDNIGHT OIL/ARCHIE ROACH, 2021 Cheating a little by combining two artists from the same year, but both acts tell

important Australian stories and at a seated Covid -affected Womadelaide they

stood head and shoulders above everything else.

GURRUMUL, 2012 You could have heard a pin drop as the now sadly departed blindsinger-songwriter from Elcho Islandff the coast of Arnhem Land sang r the Womad crowd this year. Hes something special.

DENGUE FEVER, 2009 What happe
combine Am
Cambodian 
Fever happe
fun than you
The band pe
encapsulate
collaboratio
WOMADel

HUGH MASEKELA
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W
E’RE talking aboutSomerton Man, how theydug him up to scrape DNA from his bones in anattempt to get to the bottom of a 73-year-oldmystery.
“I’d be amazed if itwasn’t who they thought it was,” says Gareth Liddiard, frontman forThe Drones, Tropical F..k Storm and, now, Springtime. “I mean, he was supposed to have had a baby with that nurse right? Andthat baby looks a lot like him, the ears, theteeth and all that sort of stuff.”Liddiard, with The Drones, immortalisedthe dead man on the beach in his songTaman Shud, singing “why don’t anybodyfeel like crying for the Somerton somebodywith the hazel eyes?”It’s not the only time Liddiard, considered one of the country’s great lyricists and the writer of the song voted by contemporary songwriters as the greatestAustralian song of all time in Shark FinBlues, has incorporated mystery andconspiracy into his music.On the latest TFS record, the ARIA award-winning Deep States, he touches on Project Blue Beam – the idea that the UNand NASA were teaming up to convince the world that the antichrist was the secondcoming of Christ – along with chemtrails and tic-tac UFOs. Does he believe these wild theories? I mean, he can certainly look a little unhinged at times, particularly now that he sports a ragged homemade mullet to match the snarl and wide eyes.Well, no, not really. But they do make excellent backdrops to Liddiard’s tales of paranoia, anxiety, apathy, rednecks andsuburban disaffection. “I wouldn’t call it (consuming conspiracy theories) a hobby,but yeah I’ve always been interested in thatside of things,” he says. “When I was justout of high school I went to a newsagent and found these crappy, weird UFOmagazines that were full of weirdconspiracies, like, you know, crop circles and all sorts of crazy stuff. That is what started it for me and I’d be thinking ‘how do people believe this sh-t?’ but then at the same time it can be quite compelling.”In the end though, Liddiard says,Occam’s razor can be applied to most 

allowed to just disconnect,” he says. “It’snot the most extreme taboo ever, but it’s certainly not something you’d say in public – you wouldn’t stand up on a soapbox and say, ‘I don’t f...ing care about any of this shit. But it feels like you are obliged to careabout every single f...ing thing that youdon’t even have control over.”Liddiard’s latest project, and the one he’s bringing to WOMADelaide, is a dark, jazzytrio he’s formed with Jim White from The Dirty Three, and Chris Abrahams of  The Necks. The trademark vocals and scratchyguitars are still present, but now theyunderpinned by Abraham’s driving pianoand White’s unique drumming. It works beautifully. Liddiard says once the seed of Springtime was planted it was then amatter of finding periods of time between lockdowns in Victoria and New South Wales when they could actually cometogether to write and record.Luckily the singer had a couple of secret weapons in his back pocket – poems by his uncle, the award-winning British poet IanDuhig. “I remember him from when I was akid,” Liddiard says. “He lived somewhere really gloomy in the middle of England and we would go up there and stay. They had all sorts of weird creepy knick-knacks around the house, including a human skull, and I just thought it was a cool place to hang outas a kid.”
Stuck with a two-week window to write and record the Springtime album, Liddiard reached out to two-time winner of Britain’s National Poetry Competition and asked if he might find it in himself to provide hisantipodean nephew with a couple of poems he might be able to set to music.The end results are the manic Jeanie In A Bottle and the deeply haunting Viaduct Love Suicide, the latter being a true highlight of the record. Both songs are likely to get an airing at next month’s WOMADelaide festival. Liddiard says he’sheard much about the Adelaide festival, and was looking forward to attending for the first time. “In my mind I’m imagining that it’s like Bluesfest that with a higher IQ,” he laughs. “That’s my impression of it. A festival that’s not built around a bunch of crap from Triple J.” �Springtime plays WOMADelaide on Fridaywomadelaide.com.au

things. “The JFK case is a touchstone for that. People say, ‘oh, it had to be Russia orhad to be, you know, the mafia or all these crazy, crazy conspiracies. But the thing is,people with guns shoot people, every f...ing day, all over the world. It’s the mostcommon thing that ever happens. On thatday, a guy with a gun shot someone.”Up in the rural Victorian town of Nagambie, where Liddiard lives and runs a studio (Dodgy Brothers), life has gone on more or less as usual through thepandemic, at least compared to Melbournean hour-and-a-half down the road. From the perspective of a musician trying to make a living, though, he admits it’s been pretty rough.One thing it did do though was inspire one of the anthems of 2021, a song thatsuccinctly captures what many of us are feeling – but perhaps reticent to express –in Give A F... Fatigue. 

Over the band’s trademark Fela Kuti-meets-Wire sound Liddiard spits one of the great odes to apathy and perfectly captures that common 21st Century feeling of beingoverwhelmed by too much information.The peasants are revolting and they’reshopping for shoes
I’ll take the wages of sin over the minimumwage
I’d blow myself up too, man, it’s been one of them days
But I’m not a kamikaze, don’t wanna die amartyr
I’m just looking for a latte and a f...ing phone charger
The great thing about playing rockmusic, Liddiard says, is that it gives you a license to say what others might bethinking without fear of censure.“If you’re listening to the information, the information will tell you that you’re not

THAT IS WHAT STARTED IT FOR ME AND I’D BE THINKING ‘HOW DO PEOPLE BELIEVE THIS SH-T?’

7 GRACE BARBÉAn eclectic mix of tropical rhythms,psychedelic rock,Afrobeat, reggae and pop – and some prettymean percussion and guitarwork – from the Seychelles. 
KING STINGRAYFive Yolngu and baland(non-Indigenous)mates who have been setting the countryalight with their infectious rock that blendsthe ancient with the modern.

ELECTRIC FIELDSA kaleidoscope of poweand emotion, rangingfrom in-your-face epics, to quiet, intimatestorytelling. Guests include the Antara singersand Tjarutja First Nations Dance Collective.

L-FRESH THE LIONThe rapper with Sikh anPunjabi roots writessongs with strongmessages, but are thickwith hooks andmelodies, punctuated by a powerhouse live show.
BAKER BOYDanzal Baker’s high energy show willfeature him proudlyrapping in English and the Yolngu Matha language of his Arnhem Land family.Will be an absolute blast.

PAUL KELLYAnd finally, one of ourgreatest singer- songwriters, who isjust as comfortable penning a lyric aboutsome bloke stuck in jail at Christmas with a special gravy recipe as he is Usman Khawaja. Always superb.
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Singer-songwriter Gareth Liddiard is excited to be coming to Adelaide. 

The Drones frontman is bringing a new three piece to WOMADelaide ... and he hopes it will appeal to our high IQ
Story NATHAN DAVIES

HOT
SPRING

 WOMAD HOT PIX 
1 A.B. ORIGINAL Victorian rapper Briggsand SA’s own Trialscontinue to light thefuse with intelligent,politically charged lyricsand incendiary beats. Musicthat makes you dance and forces youto listen.

EDDIE BETTS (KidZone)Eddie spreads a messagof kindness and literacywith stories from his“Eddie’s Lil Homies”book series.

L. A. B
If a mix of funk, reggae, blues, rock and a bit of electronica is your go,these New Zealand ladsshould be right at the toof your must-see list.
LULUC

Zoe Randell and SteveHassett have beencompared to everyonefrom Simon andGarfunkel to Nico. Stripped back folk-noir that lets thequiet shine through.
PARVYN

The Punjabi-Australiansinger returns to theWOMAD stage 30 yearsafter performing as a sixyear old with her dadwith a soulful mix of jazz,electronica and pop.
GABY MORENOThe Guatemalan singer’sa Latin Grammy winner and YouTube star (shehas more than a billionviews) due to her blendof blues, folk and soul. Is setto be one of the highlights of the festival.
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From little 
things... 

In March, WOMADelaide, the 

spectacular four-day festival of music, 

arts and dance, will celebrate its 30th 

birthday.  And the world plans on 

coming to the party. 

By Jane Cornwell

Angelique Kidjo at WOMAD in 2020, main. 

Opposite page: Baker Boy, top; Archie 

Roach at WOMADelaide 1992, left; 

WOMADelaide 2020, right; and Liniker e 

os Caramelows, bottom

A
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Archie Roach had never seen anything 

like it. Neither had his fellow musi-

cians Paul Kelly and David Bridie, 

who were also on the bill, or any of 

the 10,000-per-day attendees of a 

festival held amid the giant ghost 

gums and ancient Moreton 

Bay fig trees of Adelaide’s Botanic Park. 

The year was 1992. The event was the curiously 

monikered WOMADelaide. 

“A spectrum of world sounds in one weekend,” 

they’d tagged it, helpfully, priming music lovers for an 

eclectic array of artists from locales far-flung and 

closer to home, for names largely unknown and often 

tricky to pronounce. 

Held as part of the then biennial Adelaide Festival 

of the Arts, WOMADelaide was jointly presented 

with WOMAD UK, the festival co-founded a dec-

ade previously by famous English rock musician and 

former Genesis frontman, Peter Gabriel. 

“Pure enthusiasm for music from around the 

world led us to the idea of WOMAD (World of Music, 

Arts and Dance),” said Gabriel early on. “Music is a 

universal language. It draws people together and 

proves, as much as anything, the stupidity of racism.”

Non-western artists were being enthusiastically 

embraced in the UK and Europe by aficionados of 

“world music” – a marketing label invented by some 

music promoters in a London pub in 1988 and long past its use-by 

date now. But in those misty pre-Internet, pre-global travel days 

Australia was far away, and more than a little behind. 

“WOMADelaide was huge for me,” says Roach, who had just 

released his solo debut, Charcoal Lane, co-produced by Paul 

Kelly and guitarist Steve Connolly, and was surprised to draw a 

large crowd. 
“I wasn’t well known but people hung around and the vibe was 

great,” he says. “The line-up was incredible. I loved getting to see 

all these amazing singers and musicians I’d never heard of.”

Among them, ribbon-headdress wearing Bulgarian vocal en-

semble Trio Bulgarka; Guo Yue, a UK-based virtuoso of the Chi-

nese dizi bamboo flute, and Ayub Ogada, a singer and nyatiti lyre 

player from Kenya in East Africa discovered by Gabriel’s Real 

World Records while busking on the London Underground. Ris-

ing star singer Youssou N’Dour from Senegal in West Africa was 

there, having appeared on Peter Gabriel’s platinum-selling So 

album in 1986 and joined him on a subsequent world tour. “His 

voice is like liquid gold,” said Gabriel then.

There, too, also with an album on Real World (1990’s Michael 

Brook-produced Mustt Mustt) was Pakistan’s Nusrat Fateh Ali 

Khan, a heavyset icon who sat cross-legged on a carpeted plat-

form with his multi-generational ensemble, gesturing, trancing, 

sending his devotional Sufi Qawwali songs skywards. 

“On my 30th birthday, at midnight, a group of us sat under an 

enormous ghost gum listening to Nusrat,”  Bridie says. “I’d been 

staying in the hotel room next to his, in a 3-star with a Gideon’s 

Bible, instant coffee sachets and dodgy bed springs, and had earli-

A
er seen this very big man being helped into his van by staff. To 

then experience this Sufi Qawaali master live and larger-than-

life, his group’s cascading vocals, harmonium surges and frenetic 

tabla  playing wafting across the park, was mesmerising. Just 

being on-site felt ground-breaking.”

Bridie’s band Not Drowning Waving was on the bill with sev-

eral musical collaborators from Rabaul in Papua New Guinea in-

cluding singer/musician (and later, ARIA award-winner) George 

Telek, who features on their 1990 album, Tabaran. “There was a 

sense that performers from other cultures were finally being 

given recognition in the southern hemisphere, even if it was a few 

years before organisers curated the strong First Nations Austra-

lia and Pacific line-up it has now,” Bridie continues. “It was a real 

eye opener for Telek to see PNG cultural music standing along-

side international artists of this ilk.”

WOMADelaide was only meant to be a one-off. A way for Ad-

elaide Festival director Rob Brookman – who only got one shot at 

the program, as was then customary – to present a mini-festival 

of artists outside the confines of the concert hall. It also provided 

a solution to a mounting problem: too many fabulous musicians, 

too few venues to put them in.

“I was looking at doing 20 concerts in Adelaide Town Hall, 

each one competing with the other for ticket sales, when the idea 

of a festival within the festival struck,” says Brookman, newly re-

tired after a 45-year career in the arts including three years as Ad-

elaide Festival executive director. 

“Then I read a tiny article in (British entertainment news-

paper) The Stage about this WOMAD event taking place in the 

UK. I thought, ‘That’s exactly what I’m thinking of doing!’ So I 

sent off a fax then got on a flight and met with organisers. 

“It was fantastically exciting to see an audience embracing 

music that was perhaps completely alien to them,” he continues, 

“whether it was a kora player from Mali, a Tex-Mex accordionist 

or lyrics being sung in Ethiopian Amharic.”

WOMAD was already a franchise, with festivals in 10 coun-

tries; a WOMAD in Australia made sense. Alongside the artists 

from the pre-existing WOMAD circuit Brookman folded in acts 

from his Adelaide Festival program including the Mapopo Acro-

bats of Kenya – also performing in a Big Top pitched outside the 

Adelaide Festival Centre – and Indian classical violinist L. Subra-

maniam.
A site was found at Belair National Park, 13km south of Adel-

aide. Tickets were printed, advertisements taken. Then came the 

late realisation that in the event of a Total Fire Ban, Belair Park 

would stay closed. 

Tasked with finding a new site fast, Adelaide Festival general 

manager (now WOMADelaide director) Ian Scobie drove about 

armed with a Gregory’s street directory until he reached Botanic 

Park next to the Botanic Gardens – where the Adelaide Festival 

had staged the Vietnamese Water Puppets in 1988.

“Mounting the festival in a beautiful environment was vital to 

us,” says Brookman. “Botanic Park was a natural fit. WOMADe-

laide would be the first festival to pay attention to things like sep-

arating waste streams and later, carbon neutrality. But for that 

first one I was just worried that people would come.” 

WOMADelaide would herald a new era of large-scale, out-

door performances with multiple stages and a multiplicity of voi-
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ces – the inaugural Big Day Out also took place in 1992 – doing 

away with the need for headliners. Nonetheless, Crowded House 

was added to that tyro bill as an insurance policy, a high-profile 

stamp of approval for the quality of the music contained within. 

“Crowded House sounded pretty strange in that context because 

everything was so rich culturally,” remembers Bridie. “But they 

seemed in awe of the other musicians on the bill and put on a 

great acoustic show.”

WOMADelaide was a world in a park. A model of cross-cul-

tural connection and understanding, of a society we might want 

to live in. 
It was no wonder, really, that organisers jumped onstage at its 

conclusion and – surfing the wave of gratitude – pledged that it 

would return the following year. The logistics of which they 

didn’t think about, other than that they’d think about them 

later.  “Everybody wanted WOMADelaide to con-

tinue,”  Paul Kelly says. “There was such great 

excitement about these artists singing in their 

own languages, playing their traditional instru-

ments, conveying messages that you felt you under-

stood.”
In March, WOMADelaide turns 30. What began 

with three stages and collectively crossed fingers has 

evolved into an annual four-day, seven-stage ex-

travaganza, a premier league event that has grown 

and developed alongside its audience, facilitating 

change, sparking discovery, bolstering SA tourism. 

Welcoming A-list artists from Miriam “Mama 

Africa” Makeba and Salif Keita, the Malian Caruso 

to Ravi Shankar, the legendary Indian sitarist 

who influenced the Beatles.   Grammy-winning 

Angelique Kidjo from Benin to Nigeria’s Seun 

Kuti, son of Afrobeat icon Fela Kuti, fronting 

his father’s band Egypt 80. Youssou N’Dour, re-

turning in 2015 as a superstar and elder states-

man, even performing a surprise duet (on the 

1994 hit Seven Seconds) with UK singer Neneh 

Cherry. 
It has hailed R&B queen Mavis Staples. The AfroCuban 

Allstars. Jimmy Cliff. The Specials. The Cat Empire. Gurru-

mul. Chic. More. Three decades’ worth of stories, woven into 

the fabric of the festival: stories told through art and music, 

g
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stories, woven into 

gh art and music, 

personal and cultural histories, through community workshops, 

onstage interviews, and artist-led cooking sessions. Relayed after 

dancing to late-night DJs in a pine forest with a natural dance-

floor, or while gathered under the giant fluttering silk flags on 

poles that have become a WOMAD insignia. 

Stories created backstage, behind the scenes, beyond the festi-

val gates: of the challenges of flying people in from, say, Yakutia 

in Siberia (vocal trio Ayarkhaan) or Nouakchott in Mauritania 

(diva Dimi Mint Abba). Of officials tasked with clearing items 

made from skins, shells and horns or, in the case of French aerial 

company Gratte Ciel – whose spectacle Place des Anges was a 

controversial highlight of 2017 WOMADelaide – thousands of 

kilograms of duck feathers.

Stories that have become legend: the impromptu 

backstage football match involving Irish band Kila, the 

Drummers of Burundi and berobed members of Baaba 

Maal’s Senegalese entourage. An ecstatic Xavier Rudd 

taking his final applause while swinging diminutive 

compere Annette Shun-Wah above his head. Or the 

time Botanic Park was invaded by tiny grasshoppers: “If 

one of those things goes into my mouth, I walk,” de-

clared US singer/harpist Joanna Newsom.

Or indeed, the chance headline slot by Peter Gabriel 

in 1993, which helped to secure WOMADelaide’s fu-

ture. “We were very lucky to get Peter,” Brookman says. 

“He had a rare free date just before he was attending the 

Grammys, so we shared travel costs. If 1993 hadn’t 

worked, it would have been all over.”

The profit made in 1993 went into bolstering the next WO-

MADelaide in 1995, an alternate year to the biennial Adelaide 

Festival. 
Until WOMADelaide went annual in 2004 (the Adelaide 

Festival waited until 2007), gap years were peppered with one-

off WOMADelaide events including the 1996 Indian Pacific train 

trip from Perth to Adelaide, with a stop-off concert in the remote 

settlement of Pimba. On board, rubbing shoulders with paying 

customers, were the Bauls of Bengal, Tuvan throat-singing outfit 

Shu-De, Scottish lesbian-country band The Well Oiled Sisters 

and Archie Roach and his late wife and creative partner Ruby 

Hunter: “When we came offstage all these old Pitjantjatjara and 

Kokatha people swamped Ruby and told her they were her fam-

ily through her grandfather,” he says. “It was beautiful.”

Kelly, also there, remembers collaborating prolifically en 

route: “The Tuvan throat singers jammed with me on my song 

‘Maralinga’ (about the scene of British nuclear tests in the 1950s). 

Sitting next to a person who is singing two drones through one 

mouth is wild, especially when you’re passing through country 

where the story of the song happened.”

Roach and Kelly have both gone on to play WOMADelaide 

several times over. In 2021, in the midst of a global pandemic, 

Roach headlined the opening night of WOMADelaide’s four 

seated concert evenings at King Rodney Park, singing the songs 

of Charcoal Lane (an album he re-recorded at his kitchen table 

during lockdown) in a farewell show that felt like a spiri-

tual bookend.  “It was deadly to get back up on stage, and the 

crowd was great,” Roach says. “WOMADelaide was where I 

began sharing my music and stories and connecting with the peo-

ple coming to see me. It’s great that it is still going strong. Here’s 

to another 30 years.”

The 30th anniversary line-up comes invested with an interna-

tional feel and a distinct sense of national pride. 

Among the overseas visitors, Brazilian jazz-funk trio Azy-

muth, LA-based Guatemalan singer-songwriter Gaby Moreno 

and UK DJ Floating Points stand out. For the most part, however, 

the program is domestic based: Courtney Barnett. Yolngu surf 

rockers King Stingray. First Nations rappers Baker 

Boy and rising star Barkaa. 

Electric Fields and their in-language club 

anthems. Melbourne-based South Sudanese star 

Gordon Koang and his loud, locally sourced band 

of indie musicians. Cairo-born Australian oud player 

Joseph Tawadros, performing his Concerto for Oud 

and Orchestra with the 52-piece Adelaide Symphony 

Orchestra.  It’s a bill that is testament to the evolution 

of WOMADelaide. To its transformation from 

a curiously named event with, at first 

glance, an even curiouser line-up, 

into a festival that is now a brand, a 

byword for quality, a celebration 
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greater than the sum of its parts. 

“We’ve become so used to access-

ing music from all over the world, and 

going to all sorts of eclectic festivals, 

that we forget how pioneering that first 

WOMADelaide was in 1992,” Kelly 

says. 
“It changed the musical land-

scape. Thirty years! That is pretty 

astounding. I will definitely be 

honouring that.”

WOMADelaide runs from 

March 11-14.
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ces – the inaugural Big Day Out also took place in 1992 – doing 

away with the need for headliners. Nonetheless, Crowded House 

was added to that tyro bill as an insurance policy, a high-profile 

stamp of approval for the quality of the music contained within. 
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Cherry. 
It has hailed R&B queen Mavis Staples. The AfroCuban 

Allstars. Jimmy Cliff. The Specials. The Cat Empire. Gurru-

mul. Chic. More. Three decades’ worth of stories, woven into 

the fabric of the festival: stories told through art and music, 
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stories, woven into 

gh art and music, 

personal and cultural histories, through community workshops, 

onstage interviews, and artist-led cooking sessions. Relayed after 

dancing to late-night DJs in a pine forest with a natural dance-

floor, or while gathered under the giant fluttering silk flags on 

poles that have become a WOMAD insignia. 

Stories created backstage, behind the scenes, beyond the festi-

val gates: of the challenges of flying people in from, say, Yakutia 

in Siberia (vocal trio Ayarkhaan) or Nouakchott in Mauritania 

(diva Dimi Mint Abba). Of officials tasked with clearing items 

made from skins, shells and horns or, in the case of French aerial 

company Gratte Ciel – whose spectacle Place des Anges was a 

controversial highlight of 2017 WOMADelaide – thousands of 

kilograms of duck feathers.

Stories that have become legend: the impromptu 

backstage football match involving Irish band Kila, the 

Drummers of Burundi and berobed members of Baaba 

Maal’s Senegalese entourage. An ecstatic Xavier Rudd 

taking his final applause while swinging diminutive 

compere Annette Shun-Wah above his head. Or the 

time Botanic Park was invaded by tiny grasshoppers: “If 

one of those things goes into my mouth, I walk,” de-

clared US singer/harpist Joanna Newsom.

Or indeed, the chance headline slot by Peter Gabriel 

in 1993, which helped to secure WOMADelaide’s fu-

ture. “We were very lucky to get Peter,” Brookman says. 

“He had a rare free date just before he was attending the 

Grammys, so we shared travel costs. If 1993 hadn’t 

worked, it would have been all over.”

The profit made in 1993 went into bolstering the next WO-

MADelaide in 1995, an alternate year to the biennial Adelaide 

Festival. 
Until WOMADelaide went annual in 2004 (the Adelaide 

Festival waited until 2007), gap years were peppered with one-

off WOMADelaide events including the 1996 Indian Pacific train 

trip from Perth to Adelaide, with a stop-off concert in the remote 

settlement of Pimba. On board, rubbing shoulders with paying 

customers, were the Bauls of Bengal, Tuvan throat-singing outfit 

Shu-De, Scottish lesbian-country band The Well Oiled Sisters 

and Archie Roach and his late wife and creative partner Ruby 

Hunter: “When we came offstage all these old Pitjantjatjara and 

Kokatha people swamped Ruby and told her they were her fam-

ily through her grandfather,” he says. “It was beautiful.”

Kelly, also there, remembers collaborating prolifically en 

route: “The Tuvan throat singers jammed with me on my song 

‘Maralinga’ (about the scene of British nuclear tests in the 1950s). 

Sitting next to a person who is singing two drones through one 

mouth is wild, especially when you’re passing through country 

where the story of the song happened.”

Roach and Kelly have both gone on to play WOMADelaide 

several times over. In 2021, in the midst of a global pandemic, 

Roach headlined the opening night of WOMADelaide’s four 

seated concert evenings at King Rodney Park, singing the songs 

of Charcoal Lane (an album he re-recorded at his kitchen table 

during lockdown) in a farewell show that felt like a spiri-

tual bookend.  “It was deadly to get back up on stage, and the 

crowd was great,” Roach says. “WOMADelaide was where I 

began sharing my music and stories and connecting with the peo-

ple coming to see me. It’s great that it is still going strong. Here’s 

to another 30 years.”

The 30th anniversary line-up comes invested with an interna-

tional feel and a distinct sense of national pride. 

Among the overseas visitors, Brazilian jazz-funk trio Azy-

muth, LA-based Guatemalan singer-songwriter Gaby Moreno 

and UK DJ Floating Points stand out. For the most part, however, 

the program is domestic based: Courtney Barnett. Yolngu surf 

rockers King Stingray. First Nations rappers Baker 

Boy and rising star Barkaa. 

Electric Fields and their in-language club 

anthems. Melbourne-based South Sudanese star 

Gordon Koang and his loud, locally sourced band 

of indie musicians. Cairo-born Australian oud player 

Joseph Tawadros, performing his Concerto for Oud 

and Orchestra with the 52-piece Adelaide Symphony 

Orchestra.  It’s a bill that is testament to the evolution 

of WOMADelaide. To its transformation from 

a curiously named event with, at first 

glance, an even curiouser line-up, 

into a festival that is now a brand, a 

byword for quality, a celebration 
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Archie Roach had never seen anything 

like it. Neither had his fellow musi-

cians Paul Kelly and David Bridie, 

who were also on the bill, or any of 

the 10,000-per-day attendees of a 

festival held amid the giant ghost 

gums and ancient Moreton 

Bay fig trees of Adelaide’s Botanic Park. 

The year was 1992. The event was the curiously 

monikered WOMADelaide. 

“A spectrum of world sounds in one weekend,” 

they’d tagged it, helpfully, priming music lovers for an 

eclectic array of artists from locales far-flung and 

closer to home, for names largely unknown and often 

tricky to pronounce. 

Held as part of the then biennial Adelaide Festival 

of the Arts, WOMADelaide was jointly presented 

with WOMAD UK, the festival co-founded a dec-

ade previously by famous English rock musician and 

former Genesis frontman, Peter Gabriel. 

“Pure enthusiasm for music from around the 

world led us to the idea of WOMAD (World of Music, 

Arts and Dance),” said Gabriel early on. “Music is a 

universal language. It draws people together and 

proves, as much as anything, the stupidity of racism.”

Non-western artists were being enthusiastically 

embraced in the UK and Europe by aficionados of 

“world music” – a marketing label invented by some 

music promoters in a London pub in 1988 and long past its use-by 

date now. But in those misty pre-Internet, pre-global travel days 

Australia was far away, and more than a little behind. 

“WOMADelaide was huge for me,” says Roach, who had just 

released his solo debut, Charcoal Lane, co-produced by Paul 

Kelly and guitarist Steve Connolly, and was surprised to draw a 

large crowd. 
“I wasn’t well known but people hung around and the vibe was 

great,” he says. “The line-up was incredible. I loved getting to see 

all these amazing singers and musicians I’d never heard of.”

Among them, ribbon-headdress wearing Bulgarian vocal en-

semble Trio Bulgarka; Guo Yue, a UK-based virtuoso of the Chi-

nese dizi bamboo flute, and Ayub Ogada, a singer and nyatiti lyre 

player from Kenya in East Africa discovered by Gabriel’s Real 

World Records while busking on the London Underground. Ris-

ing star singer Youssou N’Dour from Senegal in West Africa was 

there, having appeared on Peter Gabriel’s platinum-selling So 

album in 1986 and joined him on a subsequent world tour. “His 

voice is like liquid gold,” said Gabriel then.

There, too, also with an album on Real World (1990’s Michael 

Brook-produced Mustt Mustt) was Pakistan’s Nusrat Fateh Ali 

Khan, a heavyset icon who sat cross-legged on a carpeted plat-

form with his multi-generational ensemble, gesturing, trancing, 

sending his devotional Sufi Qawwali songs skywards. 

“On my 30th birthday, at midnight, a group of us sat under an 

enormous ghost gum listening to Nusrat,”  Bridie says. “I’d been 

staying in the hotel room next to his, in a 3-star with a Gideon’s 

Bible, instant coffee sachets and dodgy bed springs, and had earli-

A
er seen this very big man being helped into his van by staff. To 

then experience this Sufi Qawaali master live and larger-than-

life, his group’s cascading vocals, harmonium surges and frenetic 

tabla  playing wafting across the park, was mesmerising. Just 

being on-site felt ground-breaking.”

Bridie’s band Not Drowning Waving was on the bill with sev-

eral musical collaborators from Rabaul in Papua New Guinea in-

cluding singer/musician (and later, ARIA award-winner) George 

Telek, who features on their 1990 album, Tabaran. “There was a 

sense that performers from other cultures were finally being 

given recognition in the southern hemisphere, even if it was a few 

years before organisers curated the strong First Nations Austra-

lia and Pacific line-up it has now,” Bridie continues. “It was a real 

eye opener for Telek to see PNG cultural music standing along-

side international artists of this ilk.”

WOMADelaide was only meant to be a one-off. A way for Ad-

elaide Festival director Rob Brookman – who only got one shot at 

the program, as was then customary – to present a mini-festival 

of artists outside the confines of the concert hall. It also provided 

a solution to a mounting problem: too many fabulous musicians, 

too few venues to put them in.

“I was looking at doing 20 concerts in Adelaide Town Hall, 

each one competing with the other for ticket sales, when the idea 

of a festival within the festival struck,” says Brookman, newly re-

tired after a 45-year career in the arts including three years as Ad-

elaide Festival executive director. 

“Then I read a tiny article in (British entertainment news-

paper) The Stage about this WOMAD event taking place in the 

UK. I thought, ‘That’s exactly what I’m thinking of doing!’ So I 

sent off a fax then got on a flight and met with organisers. 

“It was fantastically exciting to see an audience embracing 

music that was perhaps completely alien to them,” he continues, 

“whether it was a kora player from Mali, a Tex-Mex accordionist 

or lyrics being sung in Ethiopian Amharic.”

WOMAD was already a franchise, with festivals in 10 coun-

tries; a WOMAD in Australia made sense. Alongside the artists 

from the pre-existing WOMAD circuit Brookman folded in acts 

from his Adelaide Festival program including the Mapopo Acro-

bats of Kenya – also performing in a Big Top pitched outside the 

Adelaide Festival Centre – and Indian classical violinist L. Subra-

maniam.
A site was found at Belair National Park, 13km south of Adel-

aide. Tickets were printed, advertisements taken. Then came the 

late realisation that in the event of a Total Fire Ban, Belair Park 

would stay closed. 

Tasked with finding a new site fast, Adelaide Festival general 

manager (now WOMADelaide director) Ian Scobie drove about 

armed with a Gregory’s street directory until he reached Botanic 

Park next to the Botanic Gardens – where the Adelaide Festival 

had staged the Vietnamese Water Puppets in 1988.

“Mounting the festival in a beautiful environment was vital to 

us,” says Brookman. “Botanic Park was a natural fit. WOMADe-

laide would be the first festival to pay attention to things like sep-

arating waste streams and later, carbon neutrality. But for that 

first one I was just worried that people would come.” 

WOMADelaide would herald a new era of large-scale, out-

door performances with multiple stages and a multiplicity of voi-
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Last week’s Cryptic

The principal pastor at Brisbane’s Citipointe Christian 
College explains a legally binding enrolment contract 
sent out to students that has since been withdrawn after a 
backlash. Those common beliefs are that trans people don’t 
exist and “homosexual acts” are an off ence to God. 

The shock jock says he was so angry he almost crashed his 
car after storming out of the radio studio because he 
didn’t think his show should cover the Scott Morrison text 
messages. One thing you can say about “horrible, horrible” 
men: they stick together.

The Employment minister explains why Scott Morrison 
doesn’t understand the cost of living: there are just too many 
types of milk. Robert himself is still working out the human 
cost of robo-debt. 

 News3. Money hidden in political donations. Hannah Ryan
6. Character tests and deportations. Santilla Chingaipe Comment7. Why we need a national integrity commission.   

 Stephen Charles
 News10. Saul Griffi  th’s plan for Australia. Mike Seccombe World12. The Kremlin accuses US of inciting Ukraine ‘hysteria’.  

 Pregnant journalist gets quarantine place in NZ.
 Boris Johnson says he gets public anger over parties.
 Jonathan Pearlman
 Comment14.  Editorial, Letters and Jon Kudelka’s cartoon.

15.  Scott Morrison’s last stand. Paul Bongiorno
16.  Federation reform needed. John Hewson Culture18. Profi le: Film director Paul Verhoeven.  Annabel Brady-Brown20.  Architecture: Lust for Lifestyle. Naomi Stead

22.  Visual art: UN/LEARNING AUSTRALIA. 
 Melissa Bianca Amore23.  Television: Sort Of. Jinghua Qian24. Books: Andrew Leigh’s What’s the Worst That Could 

 Happen. Conrad Landin Hannah Arendt’s Rahel Varnhagen: The Life of a Jewish  
 Woman. Michael Lazarus  Drew Rooke’s A Witness of Fact. Linda Jaivin

26.  The Infl uence: Stephen Page. Maddee Clark Life
27.  Food: Crumpets with hot-smoked trout. 
 Annie Smithers 28.  Science: Undersea telescopes. Lauren Fuge

29.  Life: Politics and detention. Mehdi Ali30.  Fiction: Tina Cartwright  The Cryptic: Liam Runnalls31.  Sport: Australian Open 2022 lives up to the hype.  
 Martin McKenzie-Murray

Radio
“It was wet so the whole car was going sideways … and I didn’t care if I died.”– Kyle Sandilands

Groceries
“My eldest son likes almond milk. I don’t know how you get milk from almonds.”– Stuart Robert

Faith

“The college, through the freedoms aff orded to it by law, has outlined our common beliefs and practices.”– Brian Mulheran

Politics
“The things we’re doing before don’t work the same way under the Omicron virus.”– Scott Morrison

Commentary
“I can just think it.”– Peter van Onselen 

Defamation
“You’re just making this up, aren’t you? You’re lying.”– Arthur Moses
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Liam Runnalls’ Cryptic Crossword on page 30

Compiled by deputy editor Cindy MacDonaldAnswers on page 30

The prime minister tells Perth radio that the Western 
Australian premier, Mark McGowan, was right to delay 
opening the state’s border. Unfortunately for Morrison, 
popularity and its variants are not contagious.

The commentator says he stands by his view of Grace Tame 
but possibly didn’t need to publish it in The Australian. 
Strange how he makes humility sound like The Secret.

The lawyer for Ben Roberts-Smith rejects evidence from a 
serving SAS member that his client killed one prisoner and 
ordered a junior soldier to kill another. The trial continues.

1. Ladakh is a region administered by which nation?2. A number that uniquely identifi es each computer on the  
 internet is called its what address?3. Who had a 1978 hit album titled Blondes Have More Fun:  
 (a) Blondie; (b) Dolly Parton; (c) Rod Stewart; or 
 (d) David Bowie?
4. The 2022 Lunar New Year began the year of the what?
5. Which two Australians have starring roles in Guillermo  
 del Toro’s Nightmare Alley?6. Which country has hosted the Winter Olympic Games  
 the most number of times?7. Add the next two words to this quote from   
 Shakespeare’s Hamlet: “Whether ’tis nobler in the mind  
 to suff er / The slings and arrows of …”?8. The 1962 environmental science book Silent Spring was  
 written by scientist Rachel …?9. Martin Cash, Frederick Ward, Daniel Morgan and Ben  
 Hall all shared what “profession”? (Bonus point for  
 naming Frederick Ward’s nickname.)10. Name the character played by Betty White in The   
 Golden Girls.
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CATHEDRAL OF LIGHTAustralian company Mandylights have created a magnifi cent, 60-metre long tunnel 

illuminated by tens of thousands of LED light globes. Cathedral of Light evokes feelings 

of attraction, warmth, inclusion and a sense of journey and draws on the analogy that, 

just like a strong community or congregation, the sculpture is made up of many 
parts that work together to achieve a stronger, unifi ed output.
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governments have been emphasised by the recent experience with the fl oods in Queensland and New South Wales. While it is diffi  cult and unwise to attribute a particular natural disaster or extreme weather event to climate change, Scott Morrison and some of his ministers have gone to absurd lengths to deny any link, in the face of the Climate Council’s assessment that climate change “isn’t a footnote to the story of these fl oods, it is the story”. The council has criticised the Morrison government’s “supercharging” of these extreme weather events by continuing to allow the burning of fossil fuels. Queensland Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk agreed, saying, “Let’s face it, it is climate change.” This view is supported by the overwhelming science that says global warming results in more extreme weather events occurring with greater frequency and severity, confi rmed by the latest United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report released last week.Alarmingly, Morrison’s response was “we already have policies in place and we have to deal with the here and now”. What could be more “here and now” than the fl oods? And what could be more concerning than the inadequacy of his policy response? Does Morrison take heart from the Outsiders on Sky News looking for the next “Ice Age”?This discussion came to a ridiculous head this week, with Barnaby Joyce claiming on Channel Seven’s Sunrise that the fl oods are a “very rare situation” – a “one in 3500-year event” for Lismore. He said the event could not be planned for: “This is monumentous [sic]. It’s diluvian.” The hosts referred to Joyce’s claims as “bullshit”. They cited fi gures that said it was a one-in-100-year to one-in-500-year event and the Bureau of Meteorology saying there was a 1 per cent chance of it happening every year.NSW Premier Dominic Perrottet constantly refers to the fl oods as “unprecedented”. They were not. The phrase is used simply to dodge responsibility. All of this clearly downplays the signifi cance of climate science. Perrottet has at least appeared empathetic and genuinely concerned for his constituents in the face 

of this disaster, which he also described as “unimaginable and devastating”.Another major weakness of the federal government response is the focus on a narrow concept of resilience, confi ned to cleaning up and rebuilding after a natural disaster. I suggest that it be broadened to include preparedness for natural disasters. The focus of Emergency Management Australia, within the Department of Home Aff airs, and the National Recovery and Resilience Agency is therefore too narrow. As a result, the government usually appears to have been caught short by such events and is slow to respond. This is compounded by the fact Morrison seems unwilling to listen to warnings and advice, as he demonstrated with the bushfi res. His failings are shown in the late deployment of military personnel and equipment, and in announcing fi nancial support that is not commensurate with the magnitude of the disaster in humanitarian terms and on individuals and businesses. He is consistently found wanting.In response to the fl oods, Morrison visited Kedron in Queensland with the minister for Emergency Management and National Recovery and Resilience, Bridget McKenzie. Later he also visited Gympie and Maryborough, and Lismore, in northern NSW. The motivations here seem to have been twofold, both in the extent of the destruction and the political signifi cance of the towns relative to the United Australia Party and One Nation. These visits were not always positive. For example, Morrison was forced to admit he could spend only the interest of the $4-5 billion disaster fund, leaving the principal untouched. This seems like just another excuse for why allocated funding wasn’t delivered and ignores the fact that the government has a standing appropriation for such disasters by way of the budget’s contingency reserve.In Lismore, it seems the longer-term damage has not yet been fully recognised. It has been estimated that two of every three fl ood-aff ected homes will need to be demolished or substantially repaired and it is possible that the Lismore Square, the core of downtown, locally known as “the Block”, may never be rebuilt. 

Residents in Lismore and elsewhere, in places such as Ballina, feel they have been forgotten. Insurance costs, which have historically been prohibitive, meaning most homes and businesses were uninsured, are set to rise even further and local councils are being pressured not to allow new builds or rebuilds in fl ood-aff ected areas. This should be the subject of a national policy position. The pressure is also mounting for eff ective national preparation strategies to reduce the risks of natural disasters.Morrison has obviously been feeling the criticism of his failure to devote enough time to visiting the fl oods and the inadequacy of his policy and Australian Defence Force response, such that he rushed back to the NSW fl ood zone this week. Why hadn’t he already declared a national emergency? Why has he tried to get away with the $1000 disaster payment, which is about what it was 15 years ago? 
None of this resonates with those who have struggled to be rescued and lost their homes and businesses and loved ones. His spending priorities have also been criticised. How is it that he could fi nd $10 billion to magnifi cently park his fl eet of unbuilt nuclear submarines, which many of us will never live to see, but nothing extra for this extraordinary disaster? Talk about “here and now”.Our photo op PM reminds me a little of past United States president George W. Bush after hurricane Katrina. Bush had spent some 27 days on holiday at his Texas ranch while Katrina was building to landfall and then fl ew over the damage in Air Force One. This only served to make him appear detached from the disaster on the ground, and Bush has since conceded in his autobiography, and in the media, that the photo that became a symbol of his administration’s response to Katrina made him look “detached and uncaring, no question about it”. 

Bush said “he wished he had landed in New Orleans”. He didn’t at the time, he says, for fear that fi rst responders would have been forced to handle his arrival instead of disaster relief. “In retrospect, however, I should have touched down in Baton Rouge, met with the governor and walked out and said, ‘I hear you. 

We understand and we’re going to help state and help local governments with as much resources as needed.’ ” Morrison’s visit to the fl ood zone around Lismore was carefully managed by his team. All media were banned and photos were confi ned to his personal photographer. Against the cries from the distressed public that “we need your help” and “climate change is real”, perhaps the most cutting call came from one lone protester holding aloft a bit of cardboard box stating: “It’s raining, it’s pouring, the PM is snoring.” •

Elsy Wameyo
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The World Turns...and WOMADelaide has returned to its spiritual home 
in Botanic Park/Tainmuntilla this long weekend.

The weather is perfect, so come and join us among the Moreton Bay 

Fig trees for a cultural adventure for all ages, with a captivating program 

of more than 100 performances across seven stages, the Planet Talks 

forum, KidZone, workshops and so much more. Together we’ve grown up 

over 30 joyous years sharing the very best music, arts and dance from 
this diverse, eclectic and fascinating world of ours. 

See the likes of Paul Kelly, Courtney Barnett, The Cat Empire and so much more. 

Proudly supported by

TICKETS
ON SALE

NOW!

Paul Kelly

The Cat Empire

Courtney Barnett

Parvyn
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Theatre

Cassie Tongueis a theatre critic and writer living on unceded Gadigal land.

We have been packaged and sold an ideal lifestyle. Aspirational and glamorous, it asks that we pursue wealth relentlessly in order to obtain consumer goods, power and respect. The lifestyle is neatly marked out by social milestones: reaching the age of majority; getting married; buying property; having children. This is the backbone of white culture in Australia, from where playwright Glace Chase hails. It’s near-religion in America, where her play Triple X – now on in a Sydney Theatre Company and Queensland Theatre co-production – is set.Scotty (Josh McConville) was born into a working-class family. His mother, Deborah, (Christen O’Leary) has lived a troubled life and has passed her desire for upward mobility at all costs to her children. Since Claire (Contessa Treff one) – a proudly progressive lesbian – has opted out of the process, the family’s chance of achieving that dream of wealth, consumption and social climbing are all pinned on former jock Scott, the man their family can rely on. The less said about his father, the better.
The play takes place within Scott’s  $3.5 million Manhattan apartment (designed by Renée Mulder and lit by Ben Hughes to pulse and change with the characters’ moods). At the top it seems like he’s doing everything right. He’s working in a high-fl ying fi nance job. He has connections all over the city. His casually expensive tastes are lived-in and apparent. 

And by this time tomorrow, he’ll be married to Kymberley. As we learn via Scotty’s side of a phone conversation, her biggest concern the night before her wedding is if their union will be announced in the Vows 

section of The New York Times. Scotty is doing everything he can to make it happen. On this critical night, Scotty is surrounded by loved ones. Claire fl ies in for the big day from doing aid work in Nepal, and Deborah is there too, crackling with nervous maternal energy. She’s always wanted a “real” family wedding; Claire’s, she says, was a lesbian wedding and so didn’t count. Scotty’s best friend and roommate, Jase (Elijah Williams, played by understudy Anthony Taufa on opening night in Sydney), is home on this evening too for moral – and amoral – support.But nothing this pristine can be real, and it becomes very clear very quickly that Scotty is struggling profoundly with the burdens of social obligations and expectations.He might be about to get married, but Scotty is in love with Dexie, a trans queen he met at a club downtown known for its high-concept drag, burlesque and performance art. Through a series of fl ashbacks, we watch their relationship unfurl and come to recognise that Scotty and Dexie have a deep connection. It becomes clear that Scotty has a decision to make. Will he choose love and happiness, or will he make the safest, most “correct” decision for a straight white man in contemporary America?That we are invested in said straight white man is not a given. His performed masculinity is frustrating and overbearing, and it can be tiring to watch such a man be the centre of an imagined world when men are placed at the centres of power in the real one. But Chase writes Scotty with deeply considered insight and astonishing compassion. His personality is fl eshed out in Chase’s robust, hungry writing, and is made real in McConville’s remarkable performance, which builds on his strong talent for realism and his habit of fi nding vulnerability beneath all manner of tough male facades that map out the theatrical landscape.But he, and the play, come the most 

alive when Dexie is onstage. Played by Chase herself, Dexie is droll and guarded, charming and witty. Chase and McConville’s chemistry is a living fl ame and even in the audience feels a little addictive; when they are apart from each other, you miss the way that, when they talk or argue or fl irt, the air feels charged. Director Paige Rattray is at her best making electricity out of Scotty and Dexie’s connection, but she guides the whole play with a steady hand – dipping with confi dence into archness, camp and comedy without ever losing its rigorously smart, undeniably dramatic core.
Dexie is painfully self-aware to the point of self-sabotage. She knows that men like Scotty use women like her; she knows that any interaction with a man like him comes with very real personal risks to her safety. When Scotty is romantic, and she is able to accept his aff ection, it’s a small benediction; when Scotty forgets to project what is expected of him and instead honours his feelings, it’s a balm.Like any good love story, the obstacles are as deeply felt as the romance. Like any real love story, Triple X resists the idealised happiness of romantic comedy. As with any great play, Chase is on a hunt for the real rather than the sanitised. Her dialogue is fi nely tuned and patterned to hit the contemporary ear easily and naturally, the jokes both deliberately bad and stunningly fun (one – a mishearing that mixes up The Bangles, the ’80s pop rock band, and the Bengals, the Cincinnati American football team – manages to convey a whole world of confl icting experiences between the lovers while also being genuinely funny). When the plot turns grim, characters reveal their ugliest selves, as people often do, and Chase presents their best and worst as equal and complicating halves. No one is above reproach. No one is beyond care.The play’s structure – it takes place over the course of a single evening, 

though fl ashbacks treat us to 10 months of story – allows a queering of narrative and interrogation of its own characters and events. They are caught in every lie. But it also reveals the play’s weakness, which is the thoroughness of this interrogation: every statement seems to have a corresponding reference; every stray idea has a direct translation to real life. This is the play’s only impulse towards neatness and perfection, and while many of these instances work, there are too many. You begin to see the hand of the writer rather than the hearts of the characters. It’s most unfortunate in the case of Deborah: every insight she off ers to her children is revealed in a fl ashback to not be her own. She is constantly diminished by this device; as a result, her character feels like a stereotype of an ignorant and hysterical matriarch. Still, this is a small misfi ring impulse in a play determined to fi nd the humanity and truth in impulse, the one writerly indulgence in a play that resists indulgence. Mostly, the play’s complex emotional studies of people struggling to honour themselves in a world that only accepts a narrow defi nition of selfh ood, and its heart-opening love story, reaches over into the audience and unlocks us. •Triple X plays at the Wharf 1 Theatre, Sydney Theatre Company, until February 26.

Queer love
Glace Chase as Dexie and Josh McConville as Scotty in Triple X. Prudence Upton

Material aspiration clashes with true romance in Glace Chase’s open-hearted play Triple X.
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THE PLANET TALKS

Thinkers, scientists, activists, writers, environmentalists, journalists, economists and communicators explore everything from why our electric future will be awesome, to whether children should get the vote, how we can reshape the way our agricultural system works or why we should all be happy that insects outnumber humans 20 million to one. 

Proudly supported by
Program out now!

See website for full details.
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It was, in the words of the playwright Dennis Potter, “a place that can and should make you feel guilty”. On October 21, 1966, heavy rain caused a spoil tip from a coalmine in Aberfan, south Wales, to crush a primary school in the village below. The victims included 116 children.
Jo Browning Wroe’s debut novel is built around this real-life horror. At 19, newly qualifi ed William Lavery is one of many embalmers to travel from afar to volunteer their services at Aberfan’s chapel. The awful scenes to which he bears witness appear to scar him for life.

But as William gets to work cleaning and dressing the corpses of Aberfan’s boys and girls, Browning Wroe performs a similar task on her protagonist. Peeling back William’s formative years, she reveals his father’s death, his mother’s suff ocating love and turbulent years at a choir boarding school. Aberfan is just the veneer of his trauma.William’s mother, Evelyn, desperately wants him to escape the family undertaking fi rm and become a professional singer. But her hostility to the business is tied up with a homophobic resentment and jealousy of William’s uncle Robert and his male partner, Howard. Browning Wroe captures this blurred motivation with skilful subtlety: when Evelyn bans the gay couple from William’s concerts, she is said to believe that “life is hard enough without having to sit on a pew with Robert and Howard on display”. It is as if she sees them in the open casket the family makes a living 

from perfecting, and cannot come to terms with its confl icting values of performance and transparency.
A Terrible Kindness attempts to be tragedy, comedy and history in one. A comedy-of-manners sequence in a bourgeois country home comes alive with electric theatricality. In other sections the dialogue is strained and the plotting rather formulaic. Browning Wroe insists on a speaking role for tangential characters, undermining her picture of William’s inner anguish. Crucial players such as William’s love interest, Gloria, meanwhile, are underdeveloped. And the author’s attempt to give universality to her protagonist’s troubles removes the action from key political and aesthetic contexts of its place and time, which could have enriched the narrative.

The novel nonetheless maintains a strong sense of atmosphere, particularly through its exploration of the power of song. The humdrum description of corpse preparation will be a challenge for squeamish readers, but it is worth persisting. For Browning Wroe, the living and the dead are always as proximate as they are at the moment of passing – and our time with both is something precious. •Conrad Landin

Craig Sherborne’s new novel, The Grass Hotel, might be seen as the third instalment in a trilogy that started with his outstanding memoirs Hoi Polloi (2005) and Muck (2007). For this reader, those semi-autobiographical volumes are defi nitive works of antipodean childhood memoir. The Grass Hotel – a mother-and-son story without a glimmer or trace of love – is more anguished and less humorous. This is Sherborne’s fourth novel, following The Amateur Science of Love (2011), Tree Palace (2014), which was shortlisted for the Miles Franklin, and the satirical Off  the Record (2018), which riff s on his career as a journalist.
To say The Grass Hotel is a sad book is not a criticism. Life moves on, as we are told. Sherborne, 59 – a reporter by trade and poet by heart – writes simple sentences full of emotional power. The residents of a care home wear “clothes people cry in”; “honesty suits the honesty-teller, not the one being honested”; and a cremated man is “ash but no heat”.

“I wanted a daughter not a son,” says the mother of the nameless main character, a 38-year-old man who lives alone somewhere in rural Australia. “We tried for daughters but no other child came. You broke the parts that do it in having you. I was left with a mannequin son. You were my tippling causer. My lapses were you born.” The protagonist’s only job is to use his paddocks to care for other people’s horses. 

This is his “grass hotel”. His mother’s voice commands the novel – not her living monologue but his memories of what she said to him. The boy who lived above Mum and Dad’s pub in small-town New Zealand (Hoi Polloi), and then moved with them to the racetracks of Sydney (Muck), is now a solitary man who must parent his ailing parents, who were once “prosperous publicans”.His father – Winks in Hoi Polloi – is nicknamed Twinkle “because of his salesman’s glint”. His mother, not named but not unlike Heels in Hoi Polloi, knows her “wiring” is failing and that she has “overlapping minds”. “Off  you went,” his mother says, “the father of horses, to become the father of us.”
As a young man, the manager of the “grass hotel” was so good at trivia nights that he was “blacklisted by twenty-six hotels”. His mother dismisses his prodigious memory as a “useless power” but concedes that if the world died tomorrow, “you could write its obituary”. That, however, is not the obituary he must write in this soul-searching novel, in which long-suppressed memories are hinted at and then slowly released. •Stephen Romei

Text Publishing, 208pp, $29.99

Faber, 400pp, $29.99

Craig SherborneThe Grass Hotel

Jo Browning Wroe A Terrible Kindness
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THE PLANET TALKS
Thinkers, scientists, activists, writers, environmentalists, 

journalists, economists and communicators explore everything 
from why our electric future will be awesome, to whether 

children should get the vote, how we can reshape the way our 
agricultural system works or why we should all be happy 

that insects outnumber humans 20 million to one. 

plus many more.

The Planet Talks lineup includes:
Jane Goodall (via video) 
– shares her survival guide for troubled times.

Waleed Aly – hosting Minefi eld Podcast on Should Children get the Vote?
Bruce Pascoe – how regenerative agriculture can help us feed the world and care for the land.

Rocio Ponce-Reyes 
– entomologist and co-author of a recent report by CSIRO on insects as food.

Michael-Shawn Fletcher 
– geographer whose research has an emphasis on how Indigenous burning has shaped the Australian landscape.
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musician who has been there since 

the beginning. Paul Kelly, who 

headlined in 1992 and who has 

performed at the event five times, 

played WOMADelaide off into 

the night. It was a touching tribute 

from one the festival’s oldest and 

dearest friends, a musician who, 

better than most, knows that from 

little things big things grow.

Tim Douglas travelled to Adelaide 

as a guest of WOMADelaide.

The crowd
swelled for the set 

by Baker Boy as

he launched into 

his rapid-fire 

articulations – 

much of it in 

language – about 

his country and 

family
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reflective moment. “This was the 

first festival I ever came to,” he 

said. “I thought then … imagine 

doing a show here. What would it 

look like? Well here we are.” And 

there he was. Just a boy standing in 

front of a crowd, asking it to dance. 

He wasn’t the only artist who 

had audiences moving. Colom-

bia’s El Gran Mono whipped the 

great unshod into a barefoot fren-

zy with Latin-Jamaican beats, a 

bush doof in all but name, down at 

the precinct’s outer reaches. 

Back on the main stage, the 

final Saturday set had been re-

served for Barnett. The acclaimed 

Melbourne singer-songwriter 

drew a huge crowd. Wailing on her 

southpaw sunburst guitar, she and 

her band variously rocked and ser-

enaded the masses who had gath-

ered to see her perform her first 

Australian show in more than 

three years. Surely there is no 

voice more resonant with her gen-

eration than Barnett’s. The crowd 

swayed reflectively as it absorbed 

her elegy to home ownership in 

Australia: “If you’ve got a spare 

half a million you can knock it 

down and start rebuildin’.”

WOMADelaide has come a 

long way since it was founded by 

then Adelaide Festival director 

Rob Brookman as a sister event to 

London’s WOMAD festival, 

which had been initiated a decade 

earlier by former Genesis front-

man Peter Gabriel. The Adelaide 

iteration in its inaugural year fea-

tured Crowded House, Paul Kelly 

and Archie Roach, and it had been 

conceived as a one-off event. But it 

was so successful that it became a 

biennial, and eventually an annu-

al, event. It is now one of the coun-

try’s most popular music festivals.

Organisers at last weekend’s 

event estimated 16,000 people 

daily had streamed through the 

gates, a good result for a festival 

that – despite a strong internation-

al contingent – was far more local-

ly focused than in previous years. 

WOMADelaide director Ian 

Scobie said drawing on the “cre-

ative and cultural diversity” within 

our own borders was no program-

ming coincidence. “Since 1992 

WOMADelaide has (celebrated) 

music, arts and dance from around 

the world. The Australian artists 

performing continue that tra-

dition,” he said. 

WOMADelaide coincided 

with the Adelaide Art Biennial at 

the Art Gallery of South Australia, 

the Festival Fringe, along the city’s 

east terrace, and Neil Armfield and 

Rachel Healy’s Adelaide Festival, 

now into its second week. 

The festival, which last week 

premiered Barrie Kosky’s opera 

The Golden Cockerel and Arm-

field’s oratorio Watershed, about a 

gay hate crime that still haunts the 

city, continued its strong theatre 

line-up with Blindness, a remark-

able audio experience staged al-

most exclusively in darkness in a 

back room of the Queens Theatre. 

Based on a novel by Jose Sarama-

go, the narrative – spoken by 

award-winning actor Juliet Stev-

enson – centres on an epidemic of 

visual impairment sweeping the 

globe (the parallels with the 

Covid-19 pandemic are unde-

niable and stark). Wearing high-

fidelity headphones, the audience 

becomes part of the work, with the 

protagonist at various points 

seeming to whisper in our ears, 

scream from across the room or 

shuffle in front of us. The senses 

are heightened to such an extreme 

that at one point I thought I could 

make out Stevenson’s form before 

me. But there was no one there. It 

is a remarkable work.

Next door, in another section of 

the Queens Theatre, was another 

festival favourite: The Nightline, 

created by Roslyn Oades and Bob 

Scott. Audiences are ushered into 

a darkened room full of rotary-dial 

telephones, set on round glass ta-

bles and illuminated with a lamp. 

We are invited to place the re-

ceiver to our ears and listen to one 

of hundreds of real people who 

have recorded voice messages in 

the wee hours on a special tele-

phone number. There’s the tearful 

man who can’t get over the loss of 

his parents; the woman unapolo-

getic about a sexual affair; the re-

tired baker whose body clock 

refuses to adapt to a 9-5 rhythm; 

the 94-year-old woman too 

strong, or perhaps too afraid, to let 

sleep come. 

There was a generational 

theme, too, at Union House for 

Sex and Death and the Internet, a 

one-on-one Zoom call/confes-

sional with a baby boomer where 

life’s big questions are discussed. 

Samara Hersch’s work is a truly 

beautiful and therapeutic, if at 

times confronting, festival piece. 

A stream of visitors flowed 

through the doors of the Art Gal-

lery of South Australia, playing 

host to the second week of the Ad-

elaide Biennial. On the day The 

Australian visited it was the exhi-

bition’s opening work, The Wine 

Dark Sea – a riff on Homer’s Odys-

sey in marble – attracting most at-

tention. The artist is Ukrainian 

Stanislava Pinchuk, whose home 

city of Kharkiv has been all but de-

stroyed by Russian forces. 

Elsewhere, feminist provoca-

teur Julie Rrap’s Write Me, an in-

stallation wherein an image of her 

face can be distorted and manipu-

lated, was well patronised, as was 

Reko Rennie’s moving-image 

work Initiation OA_RR, whose 

Nick Cave soundtrack provided an 

unofficial musical accompani-

ment to the exhibition.

The Adelaide Festival’s con-

temporary music program was fir-

ing at the Elder Park 

Summerhouse, too, with a diverse 

line-up of performers including 

Montaigne, and Amyl and the 

Sniffers. And with the length of 

Rundle Street closed, its traffic re-

placed with pop-up bars and im-

promptu performances all the way 

to the entrance to the Fringe, the 

sinners (and the odd saint) had 

their playground sorted. 

But the weekend belonged to 

WOMADelaide.

Sunday’s program kicked off 

with the singular sound of the Bal-

kan Ethno Orchestra before 1980s 

rockers Goanna set the stage 

alight with a performance that fea-

tured didgeridoo virtuoso William 

Barton. Later, Australian Latin-

ska band the Cat Empire and 

Jayda G, the Grammy-nominated 

Canadian DJ, kept the party going 

well into the early hours.

Monday’s line-up may have 

been, on paper, a more subdued af-

fair, but there was no more perfect 

way to close the festival than with a 
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musician who has been there since 

the beginning. Paul Kelly, who 

headlined in 1992 and who has 

performed at the event five times, 

played WOMADelaide off into 

the night. It was a touching tribute 

from one the festival’s oldest and 

dearest friends, a musician who, 

better than most, knows that from 

little things big things grow.

Tim Douglas travelled to Adelaide 

as a guest of WOMADelaide.

The crowd
swelled for the set 

by Baker Boy as

he launched into 

his rapid-fire 

articulations – 

much of it in 

language – about 

his country and 

family
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ADELAIDE OPENS 
UP TO THE WORLD
The party for 

WOMADelaide’s 

30th anniversary 

last weekend 
didn’t disappoint

TIM DOUGLAS
REVIEW EDITOR

A
ny notion that Adel-

aide, during its 

Covid-bound iso-

lation, had lost its 

reputation as the 

edgy cultural capital of Australia 

was laid to rest last Friday by an 

energised evangelist in Rundle 

Street mall. 
Gesticulating wildly, the man 

waved in one hand a flyer advertis-

ing a burlesque show and in the 

other a band poster, and bellowed: 

“Repent, brothers and sisters, you 

have entered the city of sin.”

While the party-pooping pros-

elytiser may have held a narrow 

view of moral transgressions, he 

also may have been half right. For 

what hair the city had not torn out 

during the past two years of quar-

antine and border closures was 

well and truly let down at the 

weekend as South Australia’s 

Marshall government lifted its 

long-held restrictions on indoor 

gatherings and decriminalised 

those most egregious pandemic-

era felonies: singing and dancing.

Adelaide may have been cele-

brating its new-found freedoms, 

but the city was in a buoyant mood 

for another reason. WOMADe-

laide, the world music festival 

founded in 1992, was marking its 

30th birthday at Botanic Park, and 

the party did not disappoint. 

The festival opened on Friday 

afternoon with a reflective wel-

come to country by Kaurna Nar-

ungga man Jamie Goldsmith and 

dance group Taikurtinna before 

audiences settled in to the classical 

strains of Egyptian-born Austra-

lian oud virtuoso Joseph Tawad-

ros with his percussionist brother 

James and the Adelaide Sym-

phony Orchestra. 

On an adjacent stage – one of 

eight at the four-day event – super-

group Springtime made its pres-

ence known. Featuring three of 

the country’s finest musicians in 

Gareth Liddiard (the Drones, 

Tropical F..K Storm), Jim White 

(Dirty Three) and Chris Abrahams 

(the Necks), the band unleashed 

its singular experimental “noise-

core” stylings – a giant, distorted 

wall of improvised sound – on a 

mesmerised crowd.

Guatemalan blues, rock, jazz 

singer and guitarist Gaby Moreno 

took a different route to the hearts 

of her audience on the other side of 

the precinct by dialling up the 

tempo and bringing people to their 

feet. As the 40-year-old ap-

proached the end of her set, she 

took a deep breath and addressed 

the assembled mass before her. 

“It’s been years since we’ve been 

on tour. This means so much. 

Thank you. We love it here,” she 

said before launching into her sin-

gle This is Where I Belong. It was 

clear Moreno meant every word.

On Saturday morning, as the 

sun rose on Adelaide, so too did 

Skywhale and Skypapa, Mel-

bourne artist Patricia Piccinini’s 

25m-tall hot air balloon works. 

The inflatable airborne mammals, 

owned by the National Gallery of 

Australia, hovered peacefully over 

the Torrens River in Elder Park, as 

good a portent as any that in Adel-

aide during the so-called Mad 

March long weekend one should 

expect the unexpected.

The surprises at WOMADe-

laide started on Saturday after-

noon. When A.B. Original – the 

rap duo Briggs and Trials – hit the 

stage they were joined, unan-

nounced, by acclaimed indie sing-

er-songwriter Courtney Barnett 

and Indigenous singer Thelma 

Plum, the last of whom was not on 

the WOMAD bill. 

The crowd swelled for the set by 

Indigenous artist and rapper 

Baker Boy, resplendent in dread-

locks and a green tracksuit, as he 

launched into his rapid-fire articu-

lations – much of it in language – 

about his country and family. “I’m 

a proud black Yolngu boy with the 

killer flow,” he spat at the crowd. 

“Listen to the yidaki, listen to it 

blow.” Baker Boy would perform 

two stellar sets over the weekend, 

confirming the 25-year-old’s sta-

tus as a frontman par excellence.

As the sun went down, the main 

stage audience was transformed 

into a heaving throng of families as 

Melbourne Ska Orchestra turned 

up the dial. Charismatic band lead-

er and singer Nicky Bomba played 

maestro to both the crowd and the 

25-strong ensemble as the ARIA-

winning orchestra rattled off its 

horn-heavy back catalogue.

On the second stage, Adelaide 

DJ Motez couldn’t quite believe 

his eyes. The producer – real name 

Moutaiz Al-Obaidi, an Iraq-born 

refugee who moved to Adelaide in 

2006 – looked out to the crowd 

from his elevated deck, haloed in 

white light, and allowed himself a 
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11–14 March 2022  Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide

A.B. Original
Australian Art 

Orchestra
Azymuth &  

Marcos Valle
Baker Boy

Barkaa
The Cat Empire 

FINAL SA SHOW OF  THE ORIGINAL LINEUP

Cedric Burnside
Courtney Barnett

The Crooked 
Fiddle Band
Dancenorth

Electric Fields
Elephant Sessions
Emma Donovan &  

The Putbacks
Floating Points

Gaby Moreno
Goanna

Gordon Koang
Grace Barbé
Haiku Hands
Inner City (Live)
Jerome Farah
Joseph Tawadros  with the ASO

King Stingray
L.A.B
L-FRESH The LION
Melbourne Ska 
Orchestra
Motez (Live)
Paul Kelly
Reb Fountain
Restless Dance 
Theatre
The Shaolin 
Afronauts
Springtime
Taikoz
Troy Kingi
+ MORE!

+ MORE!

LINE-UP INCLUDES:

LINE-UP 
INCLUDES:

11–14 March 2022Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide

11–14 March 2022Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide

SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL LINEUP

The Brag/Rolling Stone website takeover The Brag Solus eDM

A.B. Original  Azymuth & Marcos Valle  Baker Boy  
 Barkaa  The Cat Empire  Cedric Burnside   

Courtney Barnett  Electric Fields  Floating Points  
 Gaby Moreno  Goanna  Gordon Koang   

Haiku Hands  Inner City (Live)  Jerome Farah  
 Joseph Tawadros w/ the ASO  King Stingray   
L.A.B  L-FRESH The LION  Melbourne Ska  Orchestra  Motez (Live)  Paul Kelly   The Shaolin Afronauts  Springtime   Troy Kingi + many more

2022 lineup includes:

11–14 March 2022Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide

TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 

2022 Artist lineupA.B. Original  AROHA  Asteroid Ekosystem  
 Ausecuma Beats  Australian Art Orchestra  

Azymuth & Marcos Valle  Baker Boy  Balkan 
Ethno Orchestra  Barkaa  Bullhorn  Bush Gothic 

 Carla Lippis' Mondo Psycho  The Cat Empire  
Cedric Burnside  Chikchika  Courtney Barnett  

 The Crooked Fiddle Band  Dancenorth  
Dhungala Baarka  Eishan Ensemble  Electric 
Fields  Elephant Sessions  El Gran Mono   

Elsy Wameyo  Emma Donovan & The Putbacks  
 The Empty Threats  Farhan Shah & Sufi-Oz  

Floating Points  Gaby Moreno  Glass Beams  
 Goanna  Gordon Koang  Grace Barbé   

Haiku Hands  High Ace  Inner City (Live)  Jayda G 
 Jerome Farah  Joseph Tawadros w/ the Adelaide 

Symphony Orchestra  Karen Lee Andrews   
King Stingray  Kutcha Edwards  L.A.B  L-FRESH 
The LION  Luluc  Makepisi  Martinez Akustica  
Melbourne Ska Orchestra  Motez (Live)  The New 

Monos  Parvyn  Paul Kelly  Reb Fountain  
Restless Dance Theatre  The Shaolin Afronauts  

 Sokel  Sonz of Serpent  Sorong Samarai  
Springtime  Taikoz  Te Tangi O Te Ka'ara   

Tijuana Cartel  Tio  Troy Kingi  Valanga Khoza  
 Victor Martinez Parada  Yé-Yé 2.0  YID!  ZÖJ  and more!

11–14 March 2022Botanic Park /Tainmuntilla  Adelaide
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COOPERS GARDEN BAR

78° DISTILLERY BARBASSO BARSC PANNELL BAR

HILLS CIDER BAR

Around  
the park
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GLOBAL VILLAGE WOSHOP

FOODLAND PARENTING ROOMMR V MUSIC

BOTANICAL GIN BAR
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EVENT MANAGER

Arts Projects Australia 
12 King William Road, Unley, South Australia 5061  

Tel: + 61 8 8271 1488  

Nicola Prime – Marketing Manager  
Email: nicola@womadelaide.com.au


